TRAVEL JUST GOT EVEN MORE REWARDING

NOW EARN QANTAS POINTS ON PEREGRINE ADVENTURES*

*T&Cs apply
WELCOME TO PEREGRINE

From our humble first steps in the foothills of Nepal, we’ve expanded to over 80 countries across all seven continents. Over 40 years of operating, one thing has stayed constant – our desire for authentic adventure.

Our passionate guides and leaders will give you the story behind the well-known highlights, then help you find the smaller moments that make your journey truly unforgettable.

With a maximum group size of just 12 people, you’ll be able to slip between alleys and see local secrets the big groups just can’t reach and eat and stay in more intimate and authentic locations.

We’re a company built by travellers, for travellers, and it shows in every step.

Take your next one with us.
At Peregrine, we believe small groups are the key to unlocking unforgettable adventures.

Travelling in small groups of 12 or fewer means we can keep experiences spontaneous and authentic and discover local secrets. It’s the ideal number to duck between market stalls or sit down for a leisurely meal at a local family restaurant. Better still, sharing these moments with like-minded people elevates them to memories that you’ll treasure for a lifetime.

WORLD-CLASS LEADERS With an intimate group, you’ll really get to know your leader. Share stories and meals, getting the chance to ask more questions and go deeper than the guidebook.

HAND-PICKED ACCOMMODATION We have the flexibility to stay in a wider range of lodgings, and we carefully select all our accommodation for a reason. Whether it’s the spectacular view, central location, historical relevance or all the above.

EFFORTLESS TRAVEL We adapt our transport for each destination, without compromising on comfort. When we’re not travelling by motorised canoe into the Amazon, or by vintage American car in Havana, we use private vehicles to reduce travel time.

PEREGRINE MOMENTS

After 40 years travelling the globe, we’ve learnt it’s the little things that make a trip memorable. Peregrine Moments lead you off the well-worn tourist trails and take you a little deeper into the culture. Sure, we’ll take you to Machu Picchu, but we’ll also introduce you to the lesser-known pre-Inca ruins of Cocachimba.
Our leader had an amazing breadth of knowledge and organisational ability. Finding someone with both skills, and at such a high level, is rare.
Over 20 years ago, we became the first tour company of our kind to exclusively employ local leaders in the destinations we visit. Because who better to guide you through the backstreets than someone who lives there?

Our trips feature plenty of guidebook highlights, but you won’t stop there. Our leaders will help you to find experiences that are intimate, authentic and memorable, away from the well-worn path.

Our small group size guarantees you more one-on-one time with your leader and the opportunity to develop a meaningful relationship with them and the destination you’re exploring.

Let our local leaders show you their world.
Travelling in small groups means we aren’t restricted to staying in larger chain hotels. Our destination experts can seek out accommodation that better reflects the style of the region.

You’ll spend less time waiting in queues for check-in and more time soaking up your surrounds. We don’t subscribe to the idea that adventure means forgoing comfort, and the accommodation we use is hand-picked for its quality, amenities and location. All of our standard trips also include a special feature stay – lodgings selected for their ability to enrich your experience. What that means will change depending on the destination. From a room with a view of thundering Gocta Falls in Cocachimba to the historic Hotel Geneve in Mexico City’s Old Town, your stay will be memorable for all the right reasons.
Hotel Isla Suasi, Peru
This sophisticated eco-lodge lies on a tranquil, privately-owned island near the floating reed islands of Uros.

Hotel Atitlan, Guatemala
Enjoy a touch of luxury on the edge of Lake Atitlan, with incredible views of the surrounding volcanoes.
RESPONSIBLE TRAVEL

At Peregrine, we don’t think responsible travel has to mean roughing it.

We care deeply about how we balance visiting must-see destinations with protecting landmarks and ecosystems, and we constantly review our operations to look for ways to reduce our environmental footprint.

Any emissions created by the transport or accommodation used in our trips are offset through the purchase of carbon credits, as part of our decade-long commitment to being a carbon neutral business.

We’re industry leaders when it comes to animal welfare – in 2014 we were the first global tour operator to end elephant rides, and our concerns about child protection saw us remove orphanage visits from our itineraries in 2016.

We’re curious, just like our travellers. That’s why regardless of whether we go to popular travel spots or lesser-known places, we always use local knowledge to avoid the crowds and we make sure our trips contribute to the local economy.

We’ve set a goal for our sustainable, small ship Adventure Cruising range to be plastic-free by 2020, and we’re currently partnering with Travellers Against Plastic to minimise disposable plastic use.

With Peregrine, it’s responsible travel that you can enjoy.

The Intrepid Foundation was set up to help local organisations improve livelihoods through sustainable travel experiences. It now supports over 35 local, grassroots organisations around the world and empowers travellers to have a positive impact on the communities they visit. Travellers can give back by supporting a range of projects and not-for-profit organisations.

Find out how you can help at theintrepidfoundation.org

In 2018, Intrepid/Peregrine celebrated becoming a certified B Corp, making us the largest in the travel industry. More than just a logo, B Corp certification is a rigorous process that helps businesses to be better, and customers to easily identify the difference between good business and good marketing. It demonstrates our commitment to creating positive change for our planet, our people and the local communities we visit.
PEREGRINE NEW EXPERIENCES

We’ve been travelling the world for 40 years, and our spirit for adventure is just as strong now as when we took our first steps into the foothills of Nepal way back in 1978.

Though we now operate in 80 countries across all seven continents, we’ll never stop seeking new adventures. In 2019 we’re introducing over 20 new experiences around the globe. For the first time this year, we’ll introduce you to the Quakers who settled in Costa Rica and you’ll learn to make cloth using traditional methods in Mexico’s San Cristobal de las Casas.

Below, find four of our favourite new trips across South and Central America, and look for the New Trip logo throughout the brochure to see more.

Because you never outgrow adventure.

Guatemala Highlights
Explore ancient ruins, colonial architecture plus verdant jungle and highlands, page 58

Costa Rica Highlights
Immerse yourself in misty forests, lush valleys and wildlife-rich wilderness, page 58

Explore Patagonia
Adventure across the glacial world of Chile and Argentina’s southern fringes, page 32

Mexico Highlights
Discover a cultural tapestry that weaves old and new together, page 57
PRIVATE GROUP TRAVEL

We understand that some travellers would prefer to see the world with a group of family or friends. We can help you create a tailor-made trip to suit any group, whether it’s large or small.

Planning a romantic getaway with your significant other, or a family reunion? Choose from one of our existing itineraries and talk to our team about enhancing it. We can add activities, elevate your accommodation to a luxury level or tailor the itinerary to a specific interest – like food or photography. You can even select your departure date when travelling with four or more people. Use our expertise to design a unique trip for yourself.

INDEPENDENT EXPERIENCES

Departing for a group tour on a specific date doesn’t suit everyone. Take an Independent Experience – designed for one or two people – before or after a small group trip, or mix and match a few experiences to create your ideal trip combination. It’s independent travel without the stress.
USING THIS BROCHURE

Every Peregrine trip has been given a physical activity rating, on a scale of 1-5.

●●●●● These trips are a relaxing break. You don’t have to worry about doing anything physically demanding unless you want to.

●●●● Some easy physical activities are included in your trip. No physical preparation is required to make the most of the journey.

●●●● This trip will raise your heartbeat. Moderate physical activities are included and a good level of fitness is required.

●●●●● Be prepared for some serious physical activity. The fitter you are, the more you’ll enjoy it, as most activities will be challenging.

●●●●● Get ready for a heart-pumping adventure with plenty of challenges and some extreme conditions. You’ll be required to be seriously fit for this trip, as difficult activities are included.

GROUP WALKING TOURS

Most of our itineraries are designed for people with an average level of fitness, but these involve a little bit of huff and puff.

COMBINATION TRIPS

This indicates two or three trips combined. On these trips, some travellers will do the whole journey while others will join halfway through. It can also mean the leader will change on different sections of the trip. Transfers between trips are included.

This icon is used to indicate key trips that are consistently in high demand and can sell out quickly.
The historical and ongoing tussle between the conquerors (the Spanish conquistadors) and the conquered features heavily throughout South American culture. It’s why you’ll see native Aymara women in the street markets of La Paz with their brightly coloured dresses offset by a few-sizes-too-small bowler hat. It’s why indigenous ancestral themes are found all over the magnificent colonial works of the Quito School of Art, and it’s why Machu Picchu is thought of as the Lost City of the Inca, simply because the Spanish never got their hands on it.
SOUTH AMERICA
COMBINATION TRIPS

The only thing more rewarding than exploring the rhythms and flavours of one part of South America? Continuing your adventure elsewhere. Can’t decide whether you’d rather see the remnants of an ancient empire at Machu Picchu or sip malbec in Mendoza? With our combination trips, you can do both – and more. See these maps (and the trip pages) for our full selection of combo trips.

TURN THESE...

PSQL
Ecuador to Peru Explorer
9 days, enter PSQL on our website

PSAD
Amazon & Inca Adventure
16 days, see page 21

PSBA
Argentina & Brazil
7 days, see page 31

PSSB
Chile & Argentina
10 days, see page 30

PSPS
Best of Peru
10 days, see page 21

...INTO A COMBO TRIP

PSQL + PSAD = PSQPC
Ecuador, Peru & Bolivia 24 days, see page 23

PSSB + PSBA = PSCAC
Chile, Argentina & Brazil 16 days, see page 29

PSAD + PSSB = PSSEC
Essence of South America 25 days, see page 28

PSAD + PSSB + PSBA = PSRSC
Rhythms of South America 31 days, see page 26

PSQL + PSAD + PSSB + PSBA = PSSIC
South America in Depth 39 days, see page 18

PSPS + PSBA = PSBAC
Peru, Argentina & Brazil Highlights 16 days, please enter PSBAC on our website
NOTE: International flight necessary to connect these trips is not included.
South America in Depth

39 Days

Day 1 Quito Welcome to Quito, Ecuador’s stately capital. With its elegant cathedrals, peaceful city squares and spectacular Andean backdrop, Quito is one of Latin America’s most attractive cities.

Days 2-3 Cotopaxi In the company of an expert local guide, see some of the sights of Quito’s Old Town. Travel to Cotopaxi Lodge for a two-night stay. Visit the famous crater lake of Quilotoa on Day 3.

Day 4 Banos Visit the highest active volcano on earth, Cotopaxi. After some time spent savouring the site’s snow-cloaked peak, drive into Banos, a tranquil little town set amid verdant flanks.

Day 5 Banos Spend more time soaking up the peace and tranquility of Banos and visit the nearby Devil’s Cauldron.

Day 6 Cuenca Arrive in a place considered by many travellers to be the most beautiful in all of Ecuador, the well-preserved colonial-era city of Cuenca.

Day 7 Cuenca Become further immersed in Cuenca’s history on an excursion to the Ingapirca ruins, home to the famous Temple of the Sun (and a fair few grazing llamas). Get a different perspective of Cuenca by joining an expert local guide for some exploring.

Day 8 Tumbes – Lima Drive through the mountains and cross into Peru. Fly from Tumbes to Lima and begin the next chapter of the journey.

Day 9 Lima Get a feel for Lima’s historical centre on a walking tour through the old streets, monasteries and cathedrals with your leader.

Day 10 Puerto Maldonado – Amazon Jungle Fly to the frontier town of Puerto Maldonado and leave civilisation behind to venture deep into the Amazon rainforest by motorised canoe. Spend the next two nights in a jungle lodge overlooking the tropical rainforest of the Madre de Dios region.

Day 11 Amazon Jungle Explore the beating heart of the Amazon jungle with a local guide, encountering magnificent fauna and flora in their natural habitat.

Days 12-13 Cusco Fly into Cusco, the epicentre of traditional Peruvian culture. It’s a lovely town to explore on foot. Wander in and around the city with a local guide, visiting the cathedral before exploring the impressive Coricancha complex.

Day 14 Sacred Valley – Ollantaytambo En route to Ollantaytambo, travel through the Sacred Valley and have lunch with a Chichubamba community. Visit nearby workshops producing pottery and chocolate, then stop by a chicheria (corn beer bar).

Day 15 Aguas Calientes Travel by train through the winding Urubamba Valley to Aguas Calientes. Enjoy your first visit to the magical Machu Picchu archaeological site, or perhaps hike the 1-day Inca Trail.

Day 16 Machu Picchu – Cusco Rise early to witness the beauty of Machu Picchu in the early morning light. Return to Cusco.

Day 17 Cusco Relax, shop or explore Cusco’s many interesting sights.

Day 18 Puno Travel through spectacular mountain scenery to the tiny but unique town of Puno. Cross high mountain passes and stop by adobe ruins before arriving in the folklore capital of Peru.

Day 19 Lake Titicaca – Suasi Island Cruise the mystical blue waters of Lake Titicaca, the highest navigable lake in the world. Spend the evening on the private island of Suasi.

Day 20 Suasi Island Discover the culture and history of the lake area with a visit to the local museum, then navigate around Suasi island, looking out for birdlife, llamas and alpacas.

Day 21 Puno Return to the lakeside town of Puno for a free night – explore, eat dinner at a local restaurant or relax in the hotel.

Peregrine Moments

Cuenca excursion – Cuenca Join a passionate local Cuencano for a memorable city excursion, travelling off the beaten path to visit historic family homes.

Sunset picnic – Suasi Island Hike to a scenic vantage point on exclusive Suasi Island, where gorgeous sunsets over Lake Titicaca are best enjoyed cocktail-in-hand.

Tango workshop – Buenos Aires Be captivated by Argentina’s most famous dance, the tango. Learn its history and try some moves on an interactive afternoon workshop in Buenos Aires.
Day 22 La Paz Travel to La Paz, stopping at the archaeological site of Tiahuanaco along the way. The sprawling ruins are a collection of temples, courtyards, terraced pyramids, monolithic stone statues and the famous Gateway of the Sun.

Day 23 La Paz Take a dramatic ride on the world’s highest ‘urban’ cable car to La Paz’s twin city of El Alto, then browse weird and wonderful stalls at the Witches’ Market.

Days 24–25 Santiago Make your way to Chile’s vibrant, artistic capital city. Explore Santiago on a guided walking tour.

Day 26 Valparaiso Enjoy a free morning in Santiago, then drive to the Casablanca Valley for a wine tasting in lush surroundings. Continue to the coast, arriving in the colourful port town of Valparaiso.

Day 27 Valparaiso Take a walking tour of Chile’s most creative city that includes iconic hills full of amazing murals, a ride on unique hillside elevators that date back to the 19th century, and a picnic lunch of empanadas in one of the city’s beautiful squares.

Days 28–29 Mendoza Cross the Andes on a memorable journey from Chile to Argentina. With possible sights of the highest mountain in the Americas, travel to the acclaimed wine region of Mendoza. On arrival, explore the city on a gentle stroll around its tree-lined streets. Get a taste of Argentina’s most prolific and significant grape-growing region, visiting several wineries and cellars along the way.

Days 30–31 Estancia Stay Fly from Mendoza to Buenos Aires, then drive out to a traditional estancia (ranch) for a two-night stay. Learn about polo and speak with a local cowboy.

Days 32–34 Buenos Aires Travel back to Buenos Aires to experience its old charm and modern energy. Window-shop down historic avenues, visit the elaborate tombs on display in the famous Recoleta Cemetery, weave through market stalls sandwiched between colourful houses or learn more about the city’s sophisticated culture and food. Enjoy an included tango workshop.

Days 35–36 Iguazu Falls Travel to Iguazu Falls, an incredible natural wonder that sits on the cusp of Argentina and Brazil. Spend two days visiting the falls from both sides of the border and taking in the beautiful surrounds.

Days 37–39 Rio de Janeiro Travel to Rio and enjoy a full-day city tour. Perhaps venture out in the evening for some feijoada (a stew of black beans, kale and pork) and a zesty caipirinha cocktail. This trip comes to an end on Day 39.

**Day 22 La Paz**
Travel to La Paz, stopping at the archaeological site of Tiahuanaco along the way. The sprawling ruins are a collection of temples, courtyards, terraced pyramids, monolithic stone statues and the famous Gateway of the Sun.

**Day 23 La Paz**
Take a dramatic ride on the world’s highest ‘urban’ cable car to La Paz’s twin city of El Alto, then browse weird and wonderful stalls at the Witches’ Market.

**Days 24–25 Santiago**
Make your way to Chile’s vibrant, artistic capital city. Explore Santiago on a guided walking tour.

**Day 26 Valparaiso**
Enjoy a free morning in Santiago, then drive to the Casablanca Valley for a wine tasting in lush surroundings. Continue to the coast, arriving in the colourful port town of Valparaiso.

**Day 27 Valparaiso**
Take a walking tour of Chile’s most creative city that includes iconic hills full of amazing murals, a ride on unique hillside elevators that date back to the 19th century, and a picnic lunch of empanadas in one of the city’s beautiful squares.

**Days 28–29 Mendoza**
Cross the Andes on a memorable journey from Chile to Argentina. With possible sights of the highest mountain in the Americas, travel to the acclaimed wine region of Mendoza. On arrival, explore the city on a gentle stroll around its tree-lined streets. Get a taste of Argentina’s most prolific and significant grape-growing region, visiting several wineries and cellars along the way.

**Days 30–31 Estancia Stay**
Fly from Mendoza to Buenos Aires, then drive out to a traditional estancia (ranch) for a two-night stay. Learn about polo and speak with a local cowboy.

**Days 32–34 Buenos Aires**
Travel back to Buenos Aires to experience its old charm and modern energy. Window-shop down historic avenues, visit the elaborate tombs on display in the famous Recoleta Cemetery, weave through market stalls sandwiched between colourful houses or learn more about the city’s sophisticated culture and food. Enjoy an included tango workshop.

**Days 35–36 Iguazu Falls**
Travel to Iguazu Falls, an incredible natural wonder that sits on the cusp of Argentina and Brazil. Spend two days visiting the falls from both sides of the border and taking in the beautiful surrounds.

**Days 37–39 Rio de Janeiro**
Travel to Rio and enjoy a full-day city tour. Perhaps venture out in the evening for some feijoada (a stew of black beans, kale and pork) and a zesty caipirinha cocktail. This trip comes to an end on Day 39.
Peru Highlights

21 Days

**Day 1 Lima** Bienvenidos to Peru! Get your bearings as you take an orientation walk of Miraflores in the afternoon. Enjoy a free evening – perhaps seek out the freshest ceviche for dinner tonight.

**Day 2 Paracas** Enjoy a half-day city tour of Lima. Stop in at the San Francisco Monastery and see its remarkable catacombs containing some 70,000 human remains. Also visit the Central Market to sample some of the many varieties of fresh local produce. Later, travel south by private vehicle to Paracas.

**Day 3 Nazca** Rise early today for an excursion to the valley of the Nazca Lines. After lunch, fly over the Nazca Desert. In the evening – perhaps seek out the freshest ceviche for dinner tonight.

**Day 4-6 Arequipa** Walk the pretty streets of ‘The White City’ – so named for the many buildings made of silar, a white stone. Enjoy the Spanish colonial buildings as you acquaint yourself with this city, watched over by three volcanoes.

**Day 7 Colca Canyon** Take a bus this morning to a place that boasts the claim of being twice the depth of the Grand Canyon.

**Day 8 Puno** Visit the Cruz del Condor, a viewpoint overlooking the valley. Keep watch for the Andean condor, the country’s largest flying bird, soaring overhead. After lunch drive to Puno, stopping en route to visit the ruined ‘chullpas’ (funeral towers) of Sillustani.

**Days 9-10 Lake Titicaca – Suasi Island** Take to the lake by boat and pay a visit to the unique floating islands of Uros, a configuration of Islands constructed entirely of reeds by the ancestral Uros people. Spend two nights on Suasi, a private island.

**Day 11 Puno** Return to Puno and get a deeper insight into the city.

**Days 12-13 Cusco** Travel to Cusco and join an expert local for a guided tour of the town. This includes visits to the Cathedral and the Coricancha complex. Alternatively, opt to hike the 4-day Classic Inca Trail today (rejoining the group on Day 16 for Machu Picchu).

**Day 14 Ollantaytambo** En route to the ruins of Ollantaytambo, head through the Sacred Valley and have lunch with a Chichubamba community in the Urubamba Valley. Visit nearby pottery and chocolate workshops, and a chicheria (corn beer bar) to discover some local flavours.

**Day 15-16 Aguas Calientes – Machu Picchu – Cusco** Head to Aguas Calientes today and then on to Machu Picchu. A guided tour will tell you about the history of these incredible ruins and the people who lived here. Once is never enough at Machu Picchu, so head back there in the morning for some free time to explore. Return to Cusco in the evening. On Day 15 there is also the option of hiking the 1-day Inca Trail route.

**Day 17 Cusco** Take a free day to relax – perhaps visit some of the myriad ruins or colonial buildings, or just sit in a cafe with a refreshing Pisco sour.

**Day 18-19 Puerto Maldonado – Amazon Jungle** Fly into Puerto Maldonado before heading on to the Amazon Jungle where you will spend two nights and a day soaking up nature in these lush surrounds.

**Days 20-21 Puerto Maldonado – Lima** Head back to Lima and spend a free afternoon catching up with the group or seeing some last-minute sights. This Peruvian adventure concludes in the morning after breakfast.

**Hotel Isla Suasi – Suasi Island (Days 9-10)** Enjoy two nights at Lake Titicaca’s exclusive private island eco-lodge. Hike, swim or simply relax among the flowers and vicunas.

---

**Peregrine Moments**

**Street food – Alameda Chabuca Granda** Round off a downtown walking tour in Alameda de Chabuca Granda in the sweetest way possible – with some sensational Lima desserts.

**Special cathedral tour – Cusco** Explore the marvellous Cusco Cathedral on a guided tour with highly esteemed local specialist Professor Alfredo Hinojosa Galvez.

---

**TRIP CODE: PSPKC**

**PHYSICAL RATING**

- [ ] Non-trek
- [ ] Trek

**Group size** Maximum 12

**Accommodation** 16 nights comfortable hotel, 2 nights feature stay Suasi Island, 2 nights feature stay Amazon Jungle

**Transport** Plane, boat, local bus, private vehicle

**Meals** 20 breakfasts, 7 lunches, 6 dinners

---

**ALL DEPARTURE DATES GUARANTEED**

**Selected Saturdays**

Enter trip code PSPKC on our website peregrineadventures.com for a full list of 2019 & 2020 departure dates

**Price** See inside front cover

---

**FEATURE STAY**

**Hotel Isla Suasi – Suasi Island (Days 9-10)** Enjoy two nights at Lake Titicaca’s exclusive private island eco-lodge. Hike, swim or simply relax among the flowers and vicunas.
Amazon & Inca Adventure

16 Days

Day 1 Lima Arrive in Lima and transfer to your hotel. Enjoy a guided tour.
Days 2-3 Puerto Maldonado – Amazon Jungle Fly to the frontier town of Puerto Maldonado. Join a local expert and explore the depths of the Amazon Jungle.

Peregrine Moments

Sunset picnic – Suasi Island
A late-afternoon walk culminates in a scenic Suasi Island vantage point. Settle in for a picnic, raising your glass as the sun sets over gorgeous Lake Titicaca.

A second visit – Machu Picchu
Machu Picchu invites endless wonder. Make the most of a second visit to stand in awe of its profound beauty and mystery.

Days 4-5 Cusco Fly in to Cusco, the epicentre of traditional Peruvian culture. Explore the town on foot.
Day 6 Sacred Valley – Ollantaytambo Visit a rural village en route to Sacred Valley, where you’ll enjoy some lunch at a local community. Attend local cottage industry workshops and a corn beer bar. Head to the ruins of Ollantaytambo.

Day 7 Aguas Calientes – Machu Picchu
Travel to Aguas Calientes and take a guided tour of the legendary ancient Inca city of Machu Picchu. Take time to explore this extraordinary site, or take the option of a 1-day Inca Trail hike.
Days 8-9 Machu Picchu – Cusco
Return to Machu Picchu for further exploration, then explore Cusco on a free day.
Day 10 Puno Travel to Puno, a melting pot of Aymara and Quechua cultures, located on Lake Titicaca’s shores.
Days 11-13 Lake Titicaca – Suasi Island Cruise across the lake and visit the floating villages of the Uros Islands. Spend two nights on the beautiful Suasi Island.

Days 14-15 La Paz Head to La Paz via Tiwanaku and enjoy a full tour, including a visit to the other-worldly Moon Valley.
Day 16 La Paz Say goodbye to your new friends as this trip concludes after breakfast.

Best of Peru

10 Days

Day 1 Lima Welcome to Lima! Begin your adventure with a walk through the affluent Miraflores district.

Peregrine Moment

Guided city tour – Cusco
Discover Cusco and its stunning cathedral on a tour with the esteemed Professor Galvez, an icon among colonial art and tourism students.

Day 2 Sacred Valley of the Incas A day of travel by plane and minivan will deliver you to the heart of the Sacred Valley.
Day 3 Sacred Valley of the Incas – Aguas Calientes Embrace your inner archaeologist at the circular terraces of Moray, then enjoy lunch in the community of Chichubamba and get a glimpse of authentic rural Peruvian life.
Day 4 Machu Picchu – Cusco Rise with the sun and drive through winding roads to reach the mysterious crowning achievement of the ancient world, Machu Picchu. No matter how many photos you’ve seen, it is hard to prepare for its surreal beauty. Enjoy a guided visit, then explore on your own. Later, travel by bus and train to Cusco.
Days 5-6 Cusco Discover South America’s oldest continuously inhabited city on a guided tour with Professor Alfredo Hinojoza Galvez. Then, explore at leisure.
Day 7 Puno Enjoy a stunning drive through Peru’s Altiplano and arrive in Puno, by the enchanting Lake Titicaca, in the afternoon.
Day 8 Puno – Lake Titicaca Explore Lake Titicaca. Visit the floating reed islands of Uros, then drop by Taquile Island for some woolen handicrafts.
Days 9-10 Lima Visit the pre-Inca tombs of Sillustani, then catch a return flight to Lima.

TRIP CODE: PSPS
PHYSICAL RATING
Group size Maximum 12
Accommodation Hotel (9 nts)
Transport Plane, boat, bus, private vehicle
Meals 9 breakfasts, 2 lunches
ALL DEPARTURE DATES GUARANTEED
Selected Mondays Enter trip code PSPS on our website peregrineadventures.com for a full list of 2019 & 2020 departure dates
Price See inside front cover

TRIP CODE: PSAD
PHYSICAL RATING
Group size Maximum 12
Accommodation 11 nights comfortable hotel, 2 nights feature stay Suasi Island, 2 nights feature stay Amazon Jungle
Transport Plane, boat, bus, minibus, train
Meals 15 breakfasts, 5 lunches, 4 dinners
ALL DEPARTURE DATES GUARANTEED
Selected Sundays Enter trip code PSAD on our website peregrineadventures.com for a full list of 2019 & 2020 departure dates
Price See inside front cover
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Peru Explorer

19 Days

Day 1 Lima  Arrive in Peru and embark on an afternoon orientation walk of Miraflores.

Day 2 Paracas  Enjoy a half-day city tour of Lima before travelling to the small port town of Paracas.

Day 3 Nazca  Cruise to the Ballestas Islands for an opportunity to see wildlife up close. Visit the national reserve, which covers more than 3000 square kilometres of land and sea. Drive to the Nazca Lines and view an assortment of massive drawings etched into the land. Enjoy a traditional pachamanca meal.

Days 4-6 Arequipa  Drive to Arequipa, a beautiful Spanish colonial city at the foot of the El Misti Volcano. Set out on a walking tour of the city with a local guide, visiting the main square, the Santa Catalina Monastery and the San Ignacio Chapel.

Day 7 Colca Canyon  Travel to the imposing Colca Canyon, twice as deep as the Grand Canyon in the United States.

Day 8 Puno  Visit Cruz del Condor for lovely views over the valley. Head to Puno, stopping en route to visit the Sillustani funeral towers.

Days 9-10 Lake Titicaca – Suasi Island  Cruise the waters of the lake and learn more about the incredible Uros Islands, constructed from reeds. Continue to private Suasi Island and spend two nights in a secluded eco-lodge.

Day 11 Puno  Return to Puno for an afternoon of free time to relax.

Days 12-13 Cusco  Board a local bus and head to Cusco, the heart and soul of Peru. At an altitude of 3450 metres, take some time acclimatising before venturing out on a walking tour around the city’s colonial and Inca sites. Visit Coricancha and the local San Pedro Market. Alternatively, opt to hike the classic Inca Trail and rejoin the group on Day 16.

Day 14 Sacred Valley – Ollantaytambo  Journey to the Sacred Valley and visit a local community to learn about their way of life over lunch. Admire the fortress of Sacsayhuaman and the ancient Inca town of Ollantaytambo.

Days 15-16 Aguas Calientes – Machu Picchu – Cusco  Be shown the ins and outs of Machu Picchu on a guided tour. (Inca trek available on Day 15.) Spend the night in Aguas Calientes before returning to this fascinating site for some exploration the next morning. Retire to Cusco in the evening of Day 16.

Day 17 Cusco  Enjoy Cusco at your own pace with advice from your leader.

Day 18 Lima  Take a short flight to Lima, then enjoy a free afternoon. Perhaps visit Miraflores and watch the hang-giders take off from the cliffs or stroll through the colourful Barranco district.

Day 19 Lima  This trip ends after breakfast.

Peregrine Moments

Street food – Alameda Chabuca Granda  Round off a downtown walking tour in Alameda de Chabuca Granda in the sweetest way possible – with some sensational Lima desserts.

A second visit – Machu Picchu  There’s a lot to take in at Machu Picchu – that’s why this Peru trip visits it twice, allowing for more special moments to be had at this iconic site.

Days 4-6 Arequipa  Drive to Arequipa, a beautiful Spanish colonial city at the foot of the El Misti Volcano. Set out on a walking tour of the city with a local guide, visiting the main square, the Santa Catalina Monastery and the San Ignacio Chapel.

Day 7 Colca Canyon  Travel to the imposing Colca Canyon, twice as deep as the Grand Canyon in the United States.

Day 8 Puno  Visit Cruz del Condor for lovely views over the valley. Head to Puno, stopping en route to visit the Sillustani funeral towers.

Prices

See inside front cover

PHYSICAL RATING

Non-trek

Trek

Group size  Maximum 12

Accommodation  16 nights comfortable hotel, 2 nights feature stay Suasi Island

Transport  Plane, local bus, private vehicle, boat, train

Meals  18 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 3 dinners

ALL DEPARTURE DATES GUARANTEED

Selected Saturdays

Enter trip code PSLRC on our website peregrineadventures.com for a full list of 2019 & 2020 departure dates

Price

See inside front cover

FEATURE STAY

Hotel Isla Suasi – Suasi Island (Days 9-10)

Enjoy two nights at Lake Titicaca’s exclusive private island eco-lodge. Hike, swim or simply relax among the flowers and vicunas.
Ecuador, Peru & Bolivia

24 Days

Day 1 Quito Arrive in Ecuador’s capital.
Day 2 Cotopaxi Tour stately Quito with a local historian, then drive to the Cotopaxi area for an overnight stay.
Day 3 Quilotoa – Cotopaxi Travel to Quilotoa, an incredible lagoon-topped volcano. Those up to the challenge might like to embark on a hike down to the crater edge, following a steep, sandy trail.
Days 4-5 Banos Visit the highest active volcano on earth, Cotopaxi. After some time spent savouring the site’s snow-cloaked peak, drive into Banos, a tranquil town set amid verdant flanks, and visit the Devil’s Cauldron.
Days 6-7 Cuenca Arrive in Cuenca, a well-preserved colonial-era city. This may well be the most beautiful town in all of Ecuador.
Days 8-9 Tumbes/Lima Drive through enchanting Andean scenery to the Peruvian border for your onward flight to Lima. Arrive in Lima and transfer to your hotel.
Days 10-11 Puerto Maldonado – Amazon Jungle Fly to the frontier town of Puerto Maldonado and explore the dense Amazon Jungle with a local guide.
Days 12-13 Cusco Fly into Cusco, the epicentre of traditional Peruvian culture. Explore the town on foot, discovering churches, museums, markets and Inca ruins.
Day 14 Sacred Valley – Ollantaytambo Head to a village near the Sacred Valley for lunch, visit pottery and chocolate workshops, and stop in at a chicheria (corn beer bar). Explore the ruins of Ollantaytambo for a lesson in Inca urban planning and spectacular views.
Days 15-16 Lake Titicaca Cruise to the floating villages on the Uros Islands and learn about the local way of life. Spend two nights on Suasi Island.
Days 17-18 La Paz Make the scenic journey to Puno, a tiny but unique town located on the shores of Lake Titicaca.

Peregrine Moments

Ice cream tasting – Quito
Be welcomed into a Quito ice cream shop and enjoy a demonstration – and a tasting, of course – of delicious ‘pan ice cream’.
Sunset picnic – Suasi Island
A late-afternoon walk culminates in a scenic Suasi Island vantage point. Settle in for a picnic, raising your glass as the sun sets over gorgeous Lake Titicaca.

Days 4-5 Banos Visit the highest active volcano on earth, Cotopaxi. After some time spent savouring the site’s snow-cloaked peak, drive into Banos, a tranquil town set amid verdant flanks, and visit the Devil’s Cauldron.
Days 6-7 Cuenca Arrive in Cuenca, a well-preserved colonial-era city. This may well be the most beautiful town in all of Ecuador.
Days 8-9 Tumbes/Lima Drive through enchanting Andean scenery to the Peruvian border for your onward flight to Lima. Arrive in Lima and transfer to your hotel.
Days 10-11 Puerto Maldonado – Amazon Jungle Fly to the frontier town of Puerto Maldonado and explore the dense Amazon Jungle with a local guide.

TRIP CODE: PSQPC

PHYSICAL RATING

Group size Maximum 12
Accommodation 16 nights comfortable hotel, 2 nights feature stay Amazon Jungle, 1 night feature stay Quito, 2 nights feature stay Suasi Island eco-lodge, 2 nights feature stay Cotopaxi Hacienda
Transport Plane, taxi, train, private vehicle, local bus
Meals 23 breakfasts, 5 lunches, 6 dinners

ALL DEPARTURE DATES GUARANTEED

Selected Saturdays
Enter trip code PSQPC on our website peregrineadventures.com for a full list of 2019 & 2020 departure dates

Hotel Patio Andaluz – Quito (Day 1)
Quito’s reputation as one of South America’s most beautiful cities owes a lot to its colonial-era architecture, and this converted 16th-century residence is a fine example. It’s also just a stone’s throw from many key sites.
Northern Peru & One Day Inca Trail – Limited Edition

13 Days

Days 1-2 Lima Welcome to Lima, where modern Peruvian life swirls around the remains of a grand ancient culture. An orientation walk through the Miraflores and Barranco districts will give you your first taste of Peru. Get under the surface with a full-city tour on your second day.

Day 3 Cocachimba Board a plane bound for the lofty jungle city of Jaen. Drive to the Gocta Andes Lodge in mountain-fortified Cocachimba. This hotel was designed around the perennial Gocta Falls, which cascade in the distance. Every bedroom is fall-facing, with bonus views of the lovely gardens and surrounding terraces where llamas graze.

Day 4 Cocachimba Hike to the falls you have seen from afar. This natural marvel remained unmapped and ‘undiscovered’ by outsiders until 2005, when a German economist stumbled across what it turned out was the third-largest waterfall in the world.

Day 5 Cocachimba Spend the morning exploring the massive concentric walls of Kuelap – a fortress city once home to the pre-Inca Chachapoya people.

Day 6 Cocachimba Delve further into mysterious Chachapoya culture with a visit to the Revash Mausoleums. These ancient tombs were built into the craggy limestone cliffs of Laguna de los Condores. Then, tour the mummified remains of the ‘Warriors of the Clouds’ at the Leymebamba Museum.

Day 7 Cusco A day of travel will deliver you to Cusco at 7 or 8 pm.

Day 8 Sacred Valley – Ollantaytambo Proximity to Urubamba River means the ruins of waterways in the Sacred Valley are particularly impressive. Visit the stone fortress of Sacsayhuaman, another artefact that exemplifies sophisticated Inca engineering. Continue to Ollantaytambo and its archaeological site. The upper terraces of the site offer great photo opportunities of the squared-grid town below.

Days 9-10 Inca Trail to Machu Picchu Enter the trail at ‘km 104’. After crossing the Urubamba River, pass the ruins of Chachabamba and climb up to Winaywayna before trekking to Inti Punku (The Sun Gate). Return at dawn the next day to explore the site with a guide, marvelling at the precision and advanced architecture of the temples, palaces and living quarters.

Days 11-13 Cusco Get acquainted with Cusco on a walking tour that includes the remnants of Coricancha and the Stone of Twelve Angles, then experience the overwhelming smells and flavours of San Pedro Market.

Peregrine Moments

Street food – Alameda Chabuca Granda
Sample an array of local dishes served from stalls and carts in a busy park in downtown Lima. Mazamorra Morada (sweet purple corn pudding) is a must.

Historical expert – Cusco
Explore the lofty delights and architectural splendour of Cusco with a walking tour guided by a local history expert. Learn about the stories behind the sights with a passionate and knowledgeable guide.

FEATURE STAY
Gocta Andes Lodge, Cocachimba (Days 3–6)
Nestled in the Andes, this comfortable lodge sits in full view of the nearby Gocta Falls. The stunning, perennial waterfall is visible from every bedroom.
Welcome to Lima, where the delights and personality of modern Peru jostle for attention among the remnants of ancient and colonial history.

Head south to rugged, coastal Paracas.

Often referred to as the Galapagos of Peru, these islands are home to an abundance of wildlife, including pelicans, red-footed boobies, flamingos, sea lions and even penguins. Keep an eye out for the famous three-pronged candelabra etched into the sandy hills during a boat tour. Journey to Nazca and get your first glimpse of the confounding eponymous etchings in the afternoon.

Today you'll see the Nazca Lines from above with an included flight over the carvings, which will reveal just how vast and well coordinated these desert etchings really are. Then, carry on to Arequipa, a beautiful town nestled beneath stratovolcano Misti.

More than twice as deep as the Grand Canyon, the Colca Canyon provides breathtaking views. The pre-Inca terraces carved into the canyon's walls are still cultivated today, and villages are dotted throughout the area.

Visit the chullpas (funeral towers) of Sillustani, then continue to Puno. Wander the cobbled streets of Peru's folklore capital, a melting pot of Aymara and Quechua Indian culture. Be enchanted by the tranquil scenery and silken waters of Lake Titicaca. Stop by the floating Uros islands, constructed from multiple layers of totora reeds, before alighting on Suasi Island, where you will spend two evenings.

Cross the spectacular altiplano to the lofty city of Cusco – the heart and soul of modern Peru. Inca-built walls line the central street and many of the city's colonial buildings are built on or around Inca foundations.

Explore Cusco Cathedral with a local history expert. This 17th-century church is not only a place of worship, it also houses a wealth of colonial-era art.

Enjoy drinks and snacks while the sun sets behind volcanoes, giving the still waters of Lake Titicaca a warm glow.

Enjoy two nights at Lake Titicaca's exclusive private island eco-lodge. Hike, swim or simply relax among the flowers and vicunas.

Visit the thousands of hillside salt pools of Maras and see the stepped terraces of Moray, which are arranged in eye-catching concentric circles. Then, see the colour and spectacle of the Inti Raymi festival, including the traditional opening ceremony which includes mock sacrifice and dancing.

Take an included flight back to Lima and explore further in this scenic city.

TRIP CODE: PSIY

PERU

Lake Titicaca

Colca Canyon

Sacred Valley/ Ollantaytambo

Cusco (Inti Raymi festival)

Puno/ Suasi Island

Day 14 Ollantaytambo Journey through the Sacred Valley, visiting local communities and the colossal ruins at Ollantaytambo – where the Incas were successful in driving back the Spanish. Arrive at Aguas Calientes, a town that is also the launching point for expeditions to Machu Picchu.

Days 15-16 Machu Picchu Framed by fairy-floss clouds and forested mountains, the famous lost city of the Incas is an unforgettable experience for many visitors to Peru. Learn more about the site on a guided tour and to see the ancient ruins in the light of dawn.

Days 17-19 Cusco Visit the thousands of hillside salt pools of Maras and see the stepped terraces of Moray, which are arranged in eye-catching concentric circles. Then, see the colour and spectacle of the Inti Raymi festival, including the traditional opening ceremony which includes mock sacrifice and dancing.

Days 20-21 Lima Take an included flight back to Lima and explore further in this scenic city.
Day 1 Lima Arrive in Lima and transfer to the hotel, then take a leader-led walking tour.

Days 2-3 Puerto Maldonado – Amazon Jungle Spend two nights in a jungle lodge in the Madre de Dios region, overlooking the tropical rainforest from the room’s balcony.

Days 4-5 Cusco Fly into Cusco, the epicentre of traditional Peruvian culture.

Day 6 Sacred Valley – Ollantaytambo Stop by a rural village en route to Sacred Valley, where a full day will be spent exploring.

Day 7 Aguas Calientes Travel by train through the Urubamba Valley to Aguas Calientes, for a first visit of historic Machu Picchu (or opt to hike the 1-day Inca Trail).

Day 8 Machu Picchu – Cusco Rise early to witness the sheer beauty of Machu Picchu in the early morning light.

Day 9 Cusco Relax, shop or explore more of Cusco’s sights. Your ‘boleto turistico’ ticket gives you access to the archaeological sites of Qenqo and Tambomachay on the outskirts of Cusco.

Day 10 Puno Travel through spectacular mountain scenery to Puno.

Day 11 Lake Titicaca – Suasi Island Cruise the mystical blue waters of Lake Titicaca, the highest navigable lake in the world. Visit the intriguing floating islands of the Uros and spend the night on the private island of Suasi.

Day 12 Suasi Island Discover the culture and history of the lake area with a visit to the local museum.

Day 13 Puno Travel to Puno.

Days 14-15 La Paz Cross the border into Bolivia then travel to La Paz, stopping at the archaeological site of Tiahuanaco along the way. Take a full-day city tour of La Paz.

Days 16-17 Santiago Make your way to the Chilean capital. Explore this vibrant city on a guided walking tour.

Days 18-19 Valparaiso Enjoy a free morning in Santiago, then drive west to the Casablanca Valley for a wine tasting in lush surroundings. Continue to the coast for a tour of the colourful port town of Valparaiso.

Days 20-21 Mendoza Cross the Andes on a memorable journey from Chile to Argentina. Travel to the acclaimed wine region of Mendoza. Visit several wineries and sit down to a closed-door restaurant lunch.

Days 22-23 Estancia Stay Fly from Mendoza to Buenos Aires, then drive out to a traditional estancia (ranch) to see an old-fashioned side of Argentina. After watching an exhilarating polo game, meet the horses and have a turn. Afterwards, a local gaucho (cowboy) will drop...
by for a chat. If time permits, end the day with a refreshing dip in the pool.

**Days 24-26 Buenos Aires** Return to Buenos Aires to experience its old charm and modern energy. Be swept away by the magic of that most famous Argentinian art form, the tango. A private workshop offers not only a lesson in its history, but a chance to try these moves with a one-hour lesson.

**Days 27-28 Iguazu Falls** Travel to Iguazu Falls and spend two days visiting both the Argentinian and Brazilian sides. Spend a little time getting know one of the few remaining Guarani communities.

**Days 29-31 Rio de Janeiro** Travel to festive Rio, one of the most visited cities in the southern hemisphere. Visit the Christ the Redeemer statue for incredible views. This trip ends after breakfast on Day 31.

**COMBINATION TRIP INFORMATION**

This is a combination of itineraries PSAD, PSSB & PSBA. For more information on Combination Trips please see pages 13 & 16-17.

**NOTE:**
The La Paz to Santiago flight is not included. Opt to hike the 1-day Inca Trail, contact us for more information.

**FEATURE STAY**

**Estancia lodging – Argentina (Days 22-23)**
Experience a completely different side of Argentina. Choose to learn more about the fine art of polo and meet a local cowboy on a traditional estancia.
Essence of South America

25 Days

Day 1 Lima Welcome to Peru. After settling into the hotel, perhaps step out among the old cathedrals and monasteries for a taste of the town’s colonial history.

Days 2-3 Puerto Maldonado – Amazon Jungle Fly to the frontier town of Puerto Maldonado. Leave civilisation behind and, with a local guide, venture deep into the Amazon rainforest by motorised canoe. Explore the jungle, hopefully seeing monkeys leap from tree to tree and colourful macaws gathering at a clay lick.

Peregrine Moments

A second visit – Machu Picchu
There’s a lot to take in at Machu Picchu – that’s why our Peru trips visit it twice, allowing for more special moments to be had at this iconic site.

Asado lunch – Mendoza
After a tipple in Mendoza’s wineries, take a seat at an exclusive, closed-door lunch in a small local restaurant for some traditional ‘asado’ barbecue.

Days 4-5 Cusco Fly into Cusco, the epicentre of traditional Peruvian culture. Explore this lovely town on foot with a local guide.

Day 6 Sacred Valley – Ollantaytambo En route to the ruins of Ollantaytambo, stop by a rural village near the Sacred Valley for lunch with Chichubamba folk. Visit pottery and chocolate workshops, and head into a local chicheria (corn beer bar).

Day 7 Aguas Calientes Travel by train through the winding Urubamba Valley to Aguas Calientes. Explore the incredible ancient Inca site of Machu Picchu with a local guide, or opt to hike the 1-day Inca Trail.

Day 8 Machu Picchu – Cusco Rise early to see misty Machu Picchu in the morning light.

Day 9 Cusco Relax, shop or explore more of Cusco’s sights.

Day 10 Puno Travel through spectacular mountain scenery to the tiny but unique town of Puno. Cross high mountain passes and stop by adobe ruins before arriving in the folklore capital of Peru.

Day 11 Lake Titicaca – Suasi Island Cruise the mystical blue waters of Lake Titicaca, the highest navigable lake in the world. Visit the intriguing floating islands of the Uros, built from many layers of totora reeds. Sail to Taquile Island, where knitting is strictly the domain of men, while women focus on the spinning. Continue to Suasi Island.

Day 12 Suasi Island Discover the culture and history of the lake area with a visit to the local museum, then board canoes to navigate around Suasi Island, looking out for birdlife, llamas and alpacas.

Day 13 Puno Travel to lakeside Puno. Days 14-15 La Paz Arrive in La Paz and enjoy spectacular views of this city in the middle of a vast volcanic crater. Browse markets and head out to see the unique landscapes of Moon Valley.

Days 16-17 Santiago Explore Chile’s vibrant capital city on a half-day guided walking tour.

Days 18-19 Valparaiso After a free morning in Santiago, stop for a wine tasting in lush surroundings as you head toward the coast and the colourful port town of Valparaíso. Take a walking tour on Day 19 to learn more about Chile’s most creative city.

Days 20-21 Mendoza Tour Argentina’s most prolific and significant grape-growing region, visiting several wineries and cellars before enjoying a closed-door restaurant lunch.

Days 22-23 Estancia Stay Drive out to a traditional estancia (ranch). After watching an exhilarating polo game, meet the horses and have a turn. Afterwards, a local gauchito (cowboy) will drop by for a chat.

Days 24-25 Buenos Aires Travel back to Buenos Aires to experience its old charm and modern energy. This trip ends on Day 25.

TRIP CODE: PSSEC

PHYSICAL RATING

Group size Maximum 12
Accommodation 18 nights comfortable hotel, 2 nights feature stay Amazon Jungle, 2 nights feature stay Suasi Island, 2 nights feature stay estancia
Transport Plane, private vehicle, train, local bus
Meals 24 breakfasts, 7 lunches, 6 dinners

ALL DEPARTURE DATES GUARANTEED

Selected Sundays
Enter trip code PSSEC on our website peregrineadventures.com for a full list of 2019 & 2020 departure dates

Price See inside front cover

FEATURE STAY

Jungle lodge – Puerto Maldonado (Days 2-3)
Drift off to sleep as the sounds of the Amazon Jungle come to life all around you. A 37-metre-high observation tower offers unique views over the rainforest canopy.

COMBINATION TRIP INFORMATION

This is a combination of itineraries PSAD and PSSB. For more information on Combination Trips please see pages 13 & 16-17.
Chile, Argentina & Brazil

16 Days

**Days 1-2 Santiago** Arrive in Santiago and explore the city on a guided walking tour, learning about Chile’s capital while visiting some of its most iconic sights. In your free time, discover Santiago’s Parisian Quarter, Bellavista, or maybe take a cable car to Cerro San Cristobal for panoramic views.

**Days 3-4 Valparaiso** Enjoy a free morning in Santiago, then drive to the Casablanca Valley for a wine tasting in lush surroundings. Take a walking tour to discover the many charms of Valparaiso, Chile’s most creative city.

**Days 5-6 Mendoza** Board a local bus for a memorable journey from Chile to Argentina. With potential views of the highest mountain in the Americas, travel to the acclaimed wine region of Mendoza. On arrival, get to know the city with a gentle stroll around its tree-lined streets. Savour a taste of Argentina’s most prolific grape-growing region, visiting several wineries and cellar doors. Enjoy a private lunch in a local restaurant.

**Days 7-8 Estancia Stay** Fly from Mendoza to Buenos Aires, then drive out to a traditional estancia (ranch). After watching an exhilarating polo game, meet the horses and have a turn. Afterwards, a local gaucho (cowboy) will drop by for a chat.

**Days 9-11 Buenos Aires** Travel back to Buenos Aires to experience its old charm and modern energy. Let the city with Latin passion, European elegance and a distinctive style all of its own steal your heart. Attend a private tango workshop and try some moves.

**Days 12-13 Iguazu Falls** Travel to Iguazu Falls and spend two days visiting both the Argentinian and Brazilian sides of this natural wonder. Get to know one of the few remaining Guarani communities; these people are some of the original inhabitants of the region.

**Days 14-16 Rio de Janeiro** Travel to vibrant Rio and visit the artistic Santa Teresa area. Choose to head out for a final meal and zesty caipirinha cocktail with your group on the evening of Day 15. This trip ends after breakfast on Day 16.

**Peregrine Moments**

**Closed-door lunch – Mendoza** Watch a chef prepare your food in a private closed-door restaurant for a real taste of Argentina.

**Tango like an expert – Rio de Janeiro** Learn the fine art of tango with a couple who dance professionally.

**TRIP CODE: PSCAC**

**PHYSICAL RATING ★★★★ ★★★★★**

**Group size** Maximum 12

**Accommodation** 11 nights comfortable hotel, 2 nights feature stay Iguazu, 2 nights feature stay estancia

**Transport** Plane, private vehicle, local bus

**Meals** 15 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 2 dinners

**ALL DEPARTURE DATES GUARANTEED**

**Selected Fridays**
Enter trip code PSCAC on our website peregrineadventures.com for a full list of 2019 & 2020 departure dates

**Price** See inside front cover

**FEATURE STAY**

**Estancia lodging – Argentina (Days 7-8)** Experience a completely different side of Argentina. Learn the fine art of polo and meet a cowboy on a traditional estancia.

**COMBINATION TRIP INFORMATION**

This is a combination of itineraries PSSB and PSBA. For more information on Combination Trips please see pages 13 & 16-17.
Chile & Argentina

10 Days

Day 1 Santiago Arrive in Santiago. Set within a circle of snow-capped mountains, the city is vibrant, artistic and full of gourmet treats.

Day 2 Santiago Explore the city on a guided walking tour, learning about Chile’s capital while visiting some of its most iconic sights.

Day 3 Valparaiso Enjoy a free morning in Santiago, then drive to the Casablanca Valley for a wine tasting at an organic vineyard focused on sustainability.

Day 4 Valparaiso Take a walking tour and discover Chile’s most creative city. The hills of Cerro Concepcion and Cerro Alegre are dotted with kaleidoscopically coloured houses, with weaving cobblestone streets concealing all manner of galleries, restaurants and shops.

Day 5 Mendoza Cross the Andes on a memorable journey from Chile to Argentina, with possible sightings of the highest mountain in the Americas. Arrive in the famous wine region of Mendoza and get to know the city with a gentle stroll around its tree-lined streets.

Day 6 Mendoza Enjoy a day in the vineyards of Mendoza. A leisurely day of wine tasting concludes with a delicious closed-door lunch in a local restaurant.

Days 7-8 Estancia Stay Fly from Mendoza to Buenos Aires, then drive out to a traditional estancia (ranch). Perhaps try your hand at polo before a local gaucho (cowboy) visits the ranch.

Days 9-10 Buenos Aires Return to Buenos Aires and soak up its irrepressible mix of European and Latin culture on a walking tour with your leader. The trip ends after breakfast on Day 10.

Peregrine Moment
Closed-door lunch – Mendoza
Watch a chef prepare your food in a private closed-door restaurant for a real taste of Argentina.

Day 3 Valparaiso Enjoy a free morning in Santiago, then drive to the Casablanca Valley for a wine tasting at an organic vineyard focused on sustainability.

Day 4 Valparaiso Take a walking tour and discover Chile’s most creative city. The hills of Cerro Concepcion and Cerro Alegre are dotted with kaleidoscopically coloured houses, with weaving cobblestone streets concealing all manner of galleries, restaurants and shops.

Day 5 Mendoza Cross the Andes on a memorable journey from Chile to Argentina, with possible sightings of the highest mountain in the Americas. Arrive in the famous wine region of Mendoza and get to know the city with a gentle stroll around its tree-lined streets.

Day 6 Mendoza Enjoy a day in the vineyards of Mendoza. A leisurely day of wine tasting concludes with a delicious closed-door lunch in a local restaurant.

Days 7-8 Estancia Stay Fly from Mendoza to Buenos Aires, then drive out to a traditional estancia (ranch). Perhaps try your hand at polo before a local gaucho (cowboy) visits the ranch.

Days 9-10 Buenos Aires Return to Buenos Aires and soak up its irrepressible mix of European and Latin culture on a walking tour with your leader. The trip ends after breakfast on Day 10.

Peregrine Moment
Closed-door lunch – Mendoza
Watch a chef prepare your food in a private closed-door restaurant for a real taste of Argentina.

TRIP CODE: PSSB
PHYSICAL RATING

Group size Maximum 12
Accommodation 7 nights comfortable hotel, 2 nights feature stay estancia
Transport Plane, private vehicle, local bus
Meals 9 breakfasts, 2 lunches, 2 dinners

ALL DEPARTURE DATES GUARANTEED

Selected Mondays
Enter trip code PSSB on our website peregrineadventures.com for a full list of 2019 & 2020 departure dates

Price See inside front cover

FEATURE STAY

Estancia lodging – Argentina (Days 7-8)
Experience a completely different side of Argentina. Learn the fine art of polo and meet a cowboy on a traditional estancia.
Argentina & Brazil

7 Days

**Day 1 Buenos Aires** Arrive in Argentina’s capital and transfer to the hotel.

**Day 2 Buenos Aires** Explore the city, visiting the colourful neighbourhoods of San Telmo and La Boca before heading to the famous Recoleta cemetery. In the afternoon, practice the national dance style in a tango workshop.

**Day 3 Iguazu Falls** Explore the Brazilian side of Iguazu Falls, offering panoramic views of the cascades. Consider taking an optional helicopter or Zodiac ride to survey the region by sea or air. The astounding falls are two kilometres in length and comprise 275 waterfalls in total.

**Day 4 Iguazu Falls** Embrace an early start to visit the Argentinean side of the falls, with boardwalks that allow an close-up view of the rapids. Later, around mid-afternoon, engage with a local Guarani community. These people are some of the last remaining original inhabitants of the region, and the falls hold great significance for them.

**Day 5 Rio de Janeiro** Cross the border into Brazil and take a short flight to Rio. Settle in, then perhaps head out to Lapa for some world-renowned live music and dancing with the locals.

**Day 6 Rio de Janeiro** Enjoy a full-day guided tour. Head up to Santa Teresa, a beautiful artistic neighbourhood situated on a hill overlooking the city. Continue to scenic Corcovado and witness the grand open-armed Christ the Redeemer statue that surveys the city.

**Day 7 Rio de Janeiro** This trip ends this morning after breakfast.

---

**Peregrine Moment**

**Tango like an expert – Rio de Janeiro**

Learn the fine art of tango with a couple who dance professionally.

---

**TRIP CODE: PSBA**

**PHYSICAL RATING** ★ ★ ★ ★

**Group size** Maximum 12

**Accommodation** 4 nights comfortable hotel, 2 nights feature stay Iguazu

**Transport** Plane, private vehicle

**Meals** 6 breakfasts, 2 lunches

**ALL DEPARTURE DATES GUARANTEED**

**Selected Wednesdays**

Enter trip code PSBA on our website peregrineadventures.com for a full list of 2019 & 2020 departure dates

**Price** See inside front cover

---

**FEATURE STAY**

**El Pueblito, Iguazu (Days 3-4)**

After the roiling thunder of Iguazu Falls, escape to this serene and spacious hotel with its lush green surrounds, friendly hospitality and tasteful local craftsmanship.
Explore Patagonia

11 Days

Days 1-3 Bariloche Arrive in lakeside Bariloche and settle into the hotel. Drive the Circuito Chico out to the Llao Llao Hotel, where high tea is the order of the day.

Peregrine Moment
Microbrewery visit – Bariloche
Visit a brewmaster who will share his knowledge and passion for microbrewing.

Days 4-5 Puerto Varas Travel across the Andes via a series of beautiful lakes, finishing in Puerto Varas in Chile. Enjoy scenes of Swiss architecture, beautiful gardens, pristine waters, lush greenery and mountain peaks.

Day 6 Punta Arenas – Puerto Natales Fly to Punta Arenas, an eclectic town next to the Strait of Magellan. After lunch, drive north to Puerto Natales, your gateway to the famous Torres del Paine National Park.

Days 7-8 Puerto Natales – Torres del Paine National Park Transfer to the realm of Chilean Patagonia. Cruise to the impressive Grey Glacier, visiting its east and west faces. Sometimes icebergs are seen floating in the lake, and they might even reach the shore. Enjoy a full-day drive around the park, stopping to explore on foot. Venture deep into the hills, witnessing everything from ice-studded wooded ravines to waterfalls and flamingo-specked lagoons.

Day 9 El Calafate Head across the border to Argentina and on to El Calafate. This gateway to Perito Moreno is a major hub for adventurers from all over the world and retains plenty of its old-fashioned charm. Perhaps seek out some of the delicious and fresh local trout for an evening meal.

Day 10 El Calafate Delve into the ice world of the Perito Merino Glacier, which is growing, not melting – one of many things that make it a standout Patagonian wonder. At 35 kilometres long, it’s hard to do justice to its immensity on camera. Listen for cracks in the ice as you explore.

Day 11 El Calafate Your journey comes to an end after breakfast.

FEATURE STAY

Hotel Inacayal, Bariloche (Days 1-3)
This elegant hotel sits on the shore of Lake Nahuel Huapi. With stunning views, a heated pool and full spa service, it’s the perfect place to recharge after the day’s adventures.

TRIP CODE: PSPL

PHYSICAL RATING

Group size Maximum 12
Accommodation 7 nights comfortable hotel, 3 nights feature stay Bariloche
Transport Plane, private vehicle, taxi, boat
Meals 10 breakfasts, 2 lunches

ALL DEPARTURE DATES GUARANTEED

Selected Sundays
Enter trip code PSPL on our website peregrineadventures.com for a full list of 2019 & 2020 departure dates

Price See inside front cover
Patagonia Hiking

10 Days

This is a walking trip. A reasonable level of fitness is required. For three of the days, you may be walking for 6-9 hours (12-20 km) per day. While the footpaths are well maintained, you will still be walking over rough surfaces with some steep inclines.

Day 1 Punta Arenas Welcome to Punta Arenas, Chile’s southernmost city. Settle into the hotel and enjoy the lovely edge-of-the-world atmosphere by the water.

Peregrine Moment

Two-day hike – El Chalten

Catch your breath, and have your breath taken away, at a lookout at El Chalten, while you replenish your energy levels with cheese and wine.

Days 2-4 Puerto Natales – Torres del Paine National Park Travel to Puerto Natales, your gateway to the Patagonian wilderness. Trek the Torres Base Trek (8 hours), taking in Nordenskjold Lake, Ascencio Valley and Torres Lagoon. Set eyes on the east and west faces of the Grey Glacier, watching with awe as the boat gets as near as possible to the glacier (depending on ice-slide activity).

Days 5-7 El Chalten Make the journey to Argentina, then continue to El Chalten. Adventurers from all around the world congregate here, and the atmosphere is laid back and outdoors-oriented. Over two days, tackle two of the area’s best day-treks, Laguna de los Tres and Laguna Torres (6-9 hours per day). The hikes are moderate to difficult, with easy terrain but often wild and woolly weather conditions. Laguna de los Tres offers great views of Cerro Fitz Roy and its two sister peaks; Laguna Torres trail boasts superb views of the Cerro Torre peak.

Days 8-10 El Calafate Enter the stunning realm of the Perito Moreno Glacier and explore this world of ice. It’s one of the few advancing glaciers in the world, and at three kilometres wide and 35 kilometres long, it’s a spectacular sight. Your Patagonia adventure ends after breakfast on Day 10.

FEATURE STAY

Hotel Remota, Puerto Natales (Days 2-4)
Located in an unrivalled position near Torres del Paine National Park, this sleek and modern eco-hotel offers stunning views and stylish interior decorating.

TRIP CODE: PSPO

PHYSICAL RATING

Group size Maximum 12
Accommodation 6 nights comfortable hotel, 3 nights feature stay Puerto Natales
Transport Plane, private vehicle, taxi, boat
Meals 9 breakfasts, 2 lunches

ALL DEPARTURE DATES GUARANTEED

Selected Mondays and Fridays
Enter trip code PSPO on our website peregrineadventures.com for a full list of 2019 & 2020 departure dates

Price See inside front cover
INDEPENDENT EXPERIENCES

— PERU, ECUADOR & BOLIVIA —

Amazon Wilderness

4 Days
From Quito, fly to Coca and transfer to Sacha Jungle Lodge before delving into the Amazon wilderness. Go bird-spotting on a high canopy walk, hike to Lagartococha for a canoe ride through a natural swamp in the midst of caimans and anacondas, and cruise down the beautiful Napo River to a parrot clay lick in Yasuni National Park.

TRIP CODE: PSAW4X
PHYSICAL RATING ● ● ● ○ ○ ○
Accommodation 3 nights feature stay Amazon Jungle
Transport Plane, private vehicle, riverboat
Meals 3 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 3 dinners

Ecuador Cloud Forest

4 Days
Journey to the forest reserve of Bellavista Lodge. Admire the hummingbirds over a leisurely breakfast, then head out on a hike amid the lush vegetation and lively fauna. There’s a chance to stumble upon some of the rare moths that are yet to be classified by science. This four-day adventure begins and ends in Quito.

TRIP CODE: PSCFX
PHYSICAL RATING ● ● ○ ○ ○
Accommodation 2 nights comfortable hotel, 1 night feature stay eco-lodge
Transport Private vehicle
Meals 3 breakfasts, 2 lunches, 1 dinner

Uyuni

3 Days
Experience the largest salt desert in the world. Formed from shifting prehistoric lakes and boasting an elevation of 3700 metres, the Uyuni flats bend perception as their brilliant white expanses merge with the blue sky. Watch the skyline vanish completely on some days, when the clouds are reflected on the surface of the flats.

TRIP CODE: PSUYX
PHYSICAL RATING ● ● ○ ○ ○
Accommodation 2 nights comfortable hotel
Transport Plane, 4WD, private vehicle
Meals 2 breakfasts, 1 lunch, 1 dinner
Altitude 3700 metres
Peel back the layers of this gateway city to the Andes and you’ll find a history as impressive as its location. Witness the baroque Cathedral, well-preserved despite earthquakes and refurbishments. See the catacombs of the Monastery of San Francisco and explore the National Museum of Archaeology, Anthropology and History.

Lima 3 Days

Begin this adventure with a guided tour of Cusco, then venture through the Sacred Valley and enjoy lunch with a local community. Embark on a long hike from the train station and join the final section of the classic Inca Trail to Machu Picchu. Explore the ruined temples of this astounding site on a second visit the following day.

Day Trek to Machu Picchu 6 Days

Begin this adventure with a guided tour of Cusco, then venture through the Sacred Valley and enjoy lunch with a local community. Embark on a long hike from the train station and join the final section of the classic Inca Trail to Machu Picchu. Explore the ruined temples of this astounding site on a second visit the following day.

Machu Picchu by Train 5 Days

Take a Cusco city tour. Embark on a trip through the Sacred Valley, stopping en route at a local village. Visit the ruins of Pisac and Ollantaytambo before travelling by train to the town of Aguas Calientes, a jump-off point to Machu Picchu. Explore the famous Inca citadel on a guided tour. Also take in views of the site from the Hut of the Caretaker of the Funerary Rock, where nobility and the elite are rumoured to have been mummified.

Peru Jungle 4 Days

Arrive in Puerto Maldonado and transfer by boat to your Amazon lodge. Climb a nearby canopy tower and marvel at the expansive forest cut through by the winding Tambopata River. Visit Tres Chimbadas and explore the serene lake by catamaran. Walk a plant-based medicine trail designed by traditional community clinic Centro Nape.

Lima 3 Days

Peel back the layers of this gateway city to the Andes and you’ll find a history as impressive as its location. Witness the baroque Cathedral, well-preserved despite earthquakes and refurbishments. See the catacombs of the Monastery of San Francisco and explore the National Museum of Archaeology, Anthropology and History.

TRIP CODE: PSLIX
PHYSICAL RATING ★★★★★
Accommodation 2 nights comfortable hotel
Transport Bus, private vehicle
Meals 2 breakfasts

TRIP CODE: PSMPX
PHYSICAL RATING ★★★★
Accommodation 4 nights comfortable hotel
Transport Bus, private vehicle, train
Meals 4 breakfasts, 1 lunch
Altitude Max 3450 metres

TRIP CODE: PSPJX
PHYSICAL RATING ★★★★
Accommodation 3 nights feature stay Amazon Jungle
Transport Minibus, riverboat
Meals 3 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 3 dinners

TRIP CODE: PSLIX
PHYSICAL RATING ★★★★★
Accommodation 2 nights comfortable hotel
Transport Bus, private vehicle
Meals 2 breakfasts

TRIP CODE: PSODX
PHYSICAL RATING ★★★★★★
Accommodation 5 nights comfortable hotel
Transport Train, private vehicle
Meals 4 breakfasts, 1 lunch, 1 dinner
Altitude Max 3450 metres
INDEPENDENT EXPERIENCES

--- ARGENTINA, CHILE & BRAZIL ---

### Easter Island

4 Days

Discover the rich Polynesian heritage and serene landscapes of Easter Island. Head along the south coast to witness the eight toppled statues of Ahu Vaihu. Take in panoramic vistas at Rano Raraku, discover the impressive stone masonry houses and quirky history of Orongo Ceremonial Village, then continue to Ahu Akivi, a celestial observatory with ocean views.

**TRIP CODE: PSEAX**

**PHYSICAL RATING ★★★★★
Accommodation** 3 nights comfortable hotel
**Transport** Private vehicle
**Meals** 3 breakfasts, 1 lunch

---

### Iguazu Falls

3 Days

Begin by transferring to a hotel near the iconic Iguazu Falls. The next day, take the train to Devil's Throat Station and embark on a guided tour of the Argentinian side of the falls. Follow a walkway to witness this magnificent spectacle from all angles. Visit the Brazilian side of the falls with a guide and see the towering cascades from a different, yet equally awe-inspiring angle.

**TRIP CODE: PSIFX**

**PHYSICAL RATING ★★★★★
Accommodation** 2 nights comfortable hotel
**Transport** Private vehicle, train
**Meals** 2 breakfasts

---

### Perito Moreno

4 Days

From the town of El Calafate, visit the world-famous Perito Moreno Glacier to hopefully witness the spectacle of icebergs calving from the face of the glacier and crashing into the icy waters below. Combine this with a boat ride on Lago Argentino to absorb the wide expanses of Argentina’s largest lake, and gaze at the massive 10-kilometre face of the Upsala Glacier.

**TRIP CODE: PSPUX**

**PHYSICAL RATING ★★★★★
Accommodation** 3 nights comfortable hotel
**Transport** Boat, bus, private vehicle
**Meals** 3 breakfasts, 2 lunches

---

### Santiago

3 Days

Embark on a walking tour of Santiago and witness some of its most spectacular sights. Drive into Old Santiago, taking in the colourful scenery and quaint residences of bohemian Bellavista. Head up San Cristobal Hill for bird’s-eye views, then visit the more modern side of the city. Discover the lush gardens and extensive cellars of a winery 45 minutes’ drive from Santiago and sample some of Chile’s finest drops.

**TRIP CODE: PSSTX**

**PHYSICAL RATING ★★★★★
Accommodation** 2 nights comfortable hotel
**Transport** Private vehicle
**Meals** 2 breakfasts
Brazil Pantanal

**4 Days**

Begin this adventure at the Campo Grande Airport and transfer to a Pantanal lodge before discovering the secrets of the world’s largest wetland area. Spend two days exploring the rich ecosystem of Pantanal, abundant in wildlife and myriad aquatic plants. With a local naturalist guide ready to explain the ins and outs of the region, learn about a land like no other on this unique trip.

**TRIP CODE: PSBPX**

**PHYSICAL RATING ★★★★★

Accommodation** 3 nights comfortable hotel

**Transport** Private vehicle

**Meals** 2 breakfasts, 1 lunch, 1 dinner

---

Buenos Aires

**3 Days**

Arrive in Buenos Aires to a warm welcome. Witness the Romanesque architecture surrounding Plaza de Mayo, the historic town square, before wandering through the cobbled San Telmo market. Dine in a local artist’s house in La Boca and discover the history of the Recoleta Cemetery. In the evening, enjoy an authentic tango experience at a milonga, where locals head to dance.

**TRIP CODE: PSBRX**

**PHYSICAL RATING ★★★★★

Accommodation** 2 nights comfortable hotel

**Transport** Private vehicle

**Meals** 2 breakfasts, 1 lunch, 1 dinner

---

Rio de Janeiro

**3 Days**

Welcome to Rio de Janeiro! Delve into the bohemian enclave of Santa Teresa and witness the very different realities of life this city of extremes. Head up Corcovado to stand at the base of Christ the Redeemer and enjoy panoramic views of the city. This short trip serves as a great introduction to Rio – prepare to be swept away.

**TRIP CODE: PSRTX**

**PHYSICAL RATING ★★★★★

Accommodation** 2 nights comfortable hotel

**Transport** Private vehicle

**Meals** 2 breakfasts
GALAPAGOS ISLANDS

Up in the highlands of Isla Santa Cruz you’ll find Galapagos tortoises milling around (if something so big and slow could be said to ‘mill’), shuffling along in search of their next meal. The picture is so perfect, the tortoises so impeccably framed by lush greenery, it’s as if someone has deliberately placed them there. It’s a feeling that you’ll often get travelling in the Galapagos, almost a thousand kilometres from the South American mainland. It seems every new beach, lagoon, hillside and outcrop you visit is home to an abundance of amazing creatures unperturbed by your presence.
MEALS
Healthy and generous meals are prepared three times a day by the onboard chef. Complimentary tea, coffee and purified water are available at all times, and soft drinks and alcoholic beverages can be purchased at the bar – simply pay your tab at the end of the cruise. Any special dietary requirements should be mentioned when booking.

A TYPICAL DAY
Each day there’s a morning and an afternoon activity, which might be a wet or dry shore landing, a walk, a Zodiac ride or snorkelling. Zodiacs take you from the boat to each site and all activities are led by your expert naturalist guide. You don’t need to be able to swim to enjoy your time here; you can do activities from land, boat or Zodiac.

LUGGAGE
There are luggage restrictions and limited storage on the flight to and from the Galapagos Islands. As your trip starts and finishes at the same hotel in Quito, we suggest only bringing essential items and leaving the remainder of your luggage in the secure storage facility at the hotel.

TIPPING
If you have enjoyed the services of your guide and crew, you can tip to show your appreciation. As a guideline we recommend each passenger consider USD 15 per day for the crew and USD 10 per day for your guide.

SNORKELLING GEAR
Snorkelling equipment (mask, snorkel and flippers) and wetsuits are provided on board the Grand Queen Beatriz at no extra charge. A range of sizes and wetsuit lengths are available.

NATIONAL PARK AND PORT FEES
A transit card fee of USD 20 is to be paid prior to departure from Quito Airport and a National Park fee of USD 100 is to be paid on arrival on the Galapagos Islands. These fees are to be paid locally in cash and are not included in the trip price. If you’re visiting Isla Isabela, there’s a USD 5 port fee to be paid on arrival.
Galapagos Penguins
The only penguin to live north of the equator, Galapagos penguins can be spotted feeding just off shore and are some of the speediest swimmers on the island.

Sea Lions
The Galapagos' most iconic animal is also its most prolific. Spot them all over the archipelago.

Whales
Sperm, killer, pilot and humpback whale sightings are all in a day's work here.

Marine Iguanas
There may be as many as 300,000 marine iguanas calling the archipelago home, so the world's only seafaring lizard is impossible to miss.

Sea Turtles
Snorkel warm waters and play tag with the islands' zippiest swimmers.

Volcanoes
With five out of its six volcanoes still active, Isabela is one of the most volcanic places on earth.
**Giant tortoise eggs hatching**

**January 30**

**February 25**

**March 25**

**Green sea turtles start to lay their eggs**

**Penguins migrate to Isabela & Fernandina from Bartolome**

**Marine iguanas nesting on Santa Cruz**

**Waved albatross lay eggs on Espanola**

**Blue-Footed booby mating season (includes courtship dance)**

**Marine iguanas start to nest on North Seymour & Fernandina**

**Mating season for frigatebirds on San Cristobal & Genovesa**

**Humpback whales can be seen**

**In the very north you may see whale sharks**

**April 25**

**March 25**

**April 25**

**May 23**

**June 23**

**In the very north you may see whale sharks**

**Humpback whales can be seen**

**October 22**

**November 23**

**December 23**

**Giant tortoise eggs hatching**

**Galapagos fur sea lions mating season**

**Blue-footed booby chicks can be seen on Isabela & Espanola**

**Post Office Bay**

Leave a letter (sans postage) at this 19th-century whaling post barrel and a friendly traveller heading home just might hand-deliver it for you.

**Isla Bartolome**

The walk to Pinnacle Rock rewards you with views of stunning lava formations and, if you’re lucky, a few lava lizards.

**Isla Baltra**

Touch down in Baltra to begin your seafaring Galapagos journey.

**Isla Santa Fe**

Stand beside the flowers of huge opuntia cacti.

**Giant Tortoise**

If you’re lucky, you’ll spot your first giant tortoise in the highlands of Santa Cruz.

**Post Office Bay**

Leave a letter (sans postage) at this 19th-century whaling post barrel and a friendly traveller heading home just might hand-deliver it for you.

**Albatross**

Home to the waved albatross and the Espanola mockingbird, this remote island is a bird-watching haven for twitchers.

**Dolphins**

Keep an eye out for the bottle-nosed dolphin; they can often be seen racing alongside boats.

**Hammerhead Shark**

Head out to Kicker Rock (the site of an ancient volcanic eruption) and dare to swim with the local hammerhead sharks.

**Blue-Footed Booby**

Spot the blue-footed booby strutting and prancing as they perform their courtship dance.
Grand Queen Beatriz

Experience the ‘Enchanted Islands’ in our new custom-built yacht, the Grand Queen Beatriz. Our new boutique expedition boat commenced service in June 2018. Custom built, with a stylish modern design, ensuite bathrooms, outward-facing windows in all cabins (and private balconies in some), and a jacuzzi on the sundeck, the ‘Grand Queen Bea’ is one of the newest boats operating in the Galapagos.

Features on board

- Accommodates 16 guests in 8 cabins
- Cruising speed of 12 knots
- Crew of 8
- Sun deck and spa
- Indoor and outdoor bar
- TV lounge
- Air-conditioned
- Snorkelling equipment
- Wetsuits
- Beach towels

For more information visit peregrineadventures.com/grand-queen-beatriz
Grand Galapagos

17 Days

Day 1 Quito Arrive in Quito, a charming and historic city in the Andean foothills.

Day 2 Isla Baltra Rise early for your flight to the Galapagos Islands. Board the Grand Queen Beatriz and set sail for Punta Carrion. Get your first taste of island life with a swim in this protected cove. Later, relax with a cocktail and cruise to Isla Isabela overnight.

Day 3 Isla Isabela Wake on the coast of this stunning volcanic island and travel to the islet of Las Tintoreras, where white-tipped reef sharks glide through clear waters. Later, visit the Giant Tortoise Breeding Center and spend some time with gentle giants. Set sail for Isla Floreana in the evening.

Day 4 Isla Floreana See the rich natural wonders of Isla Floreana on a Zodiac tour, then take a leisurely stroll to historic Post Office Bay. Today is one of the best chances to see pink flamingos and sea lions.

Day 5 Isla Santa Cruz Visit the Charles Darwin Research Station and learn about vital conservation efforts on the Galapagos Islands. Then, venture into the misty forests of the Santa Cruz highlands, hopefully encountering giant tortoises in the wild.

Day 6 Isla Santa Fe Swim or snorkel in the aquamarine waters of Santa Fe, where the local sea lion population are very eager to play. Drop in to tiny Isla Plaza Sur where iguanas scurry around cactus and bright red and green sesuvium.

Day 7 Isla Espanola The southernmost island in the Galapagos, Isla Espanola is a bird watcher’s haven and home to waved albatross, boobies, doves and mockingbirds. Walk to the top of a cliff in Punta Suarez and hopefully see albatross launch themselves from this lofty perch. Sail to Bahia Gardner for another spot of snorkelling.

Day 8 Isla San Cristobal Say good morning on Isla San Cristobal and visit impressive Leon Dormido (Kicker Rock). More sea lions await at Isla Lobos. Perhaps relax on deck and enjoy the salt air during an evening at port.

Day 9 Isla San Cristobal Read up on local history at the San Cristobal Interpretation Center and visit Galapaguera of Cerro Colorado (Red Hill) in the island’s interior. Set sail for Isla Bartolome at night.

Day 10 Isla Bartolome Witness the iconic Pinnacle Rock and stroll along the amazing volcanic landscapes of Sullivan Bay.

Day 11 Isla Santiago Discover Isla Santiago, where you will see Caleta Bucanero – once used by pirates to careen their ships. Marvel at the black sand of Puerto Egas Beach.

Day 12 Isla Santa Cruz Stop at Isla Santa Cruz to walk through a cactus garden to Las Grietas.

Day 13 Isla Mosquera Spot frigatebirds on North Seymour and the scampering Sally Lightfoot crabs on Isla Mosquera. These bright red and blue crabs stand out wonderfully against the black lava that covers the island.

Day 14 Isla Santa Cruz Discover Black Turtle Cove by Zodiac, then head to Cerro Dragon to spot iguanas. A challenging hike ends in a spectacular view of the bay.

Day 15 Isla Rabida Explore hat-shaped Sombrero Chino in the morning and then wonder at the colourful red sands of Isla Rabida. It’s also a wonderful place to spot pelicans and flamingos.

Day 16 Quito Enjoy a very early morning visit to Bachas Beach and soak up as much island magic as possible before your flight back to the Ecuadorian capital. You’ll have the evening free to spend as you please.

Day 17 Quito The trip comes to an end in Quito after breakfast.
Galapagos Explorer

7 Days

SOUTHERN ISLANDS: PSGQE

Day 1 Quito Arrive in Ecuador’s gorgeous capital and transfer to your hotel.

Day 2 Isla Santa Cruz Fly to Baltra, transfer to your vessel and enjoy Isla Santa Cruz.

Day 3 Isla Plaza Sur Visit Isla Santa Fe and Isla Plaza Sur and perhaps swim with sea lions.

Day 4 Isla Espanola Sail to Isla Espanola and discover Bahia Gardner and Punta Suarez.

Day 5 Isla San Cristobal Cruise to Isla San Cristobal, visiting Leon Dormido (the great Kicker Rock) and tiny Isla Lobos.

Day 6 Isla San Cristobal – Quito Check out the San Cristobal Interpretation Center before flying back to Quito from San Cristobal.

Day 7 Quito The journey ends in Quito.

CENTRAL ISLANDS: PSGQF

Day 1 Quito Arrive in Quito, transfer to your hotel, then relax or explore.

Day 2 Isla Baltra Fly to Baltra, board the Grand Queen Beatriz, and see Isla Santa Cruz.

Day 3 Isla Mosquera Discover frigatebirds on North Seymour and visit Isla Mosquera.

Day 4 Isla Santa Cruz Take a Zodiac to Black Turtle Cove, and visit Cerro Dragon, a breeding ground for land iguanas.

Day 5 Isla Rabida Set sail for the scarlet cliffs and sands of Isla Rabida and the geologically fascinating islet of Sombrero Chino.

Day 6 Baltra – Quito Visit the pristine Bachas Beach, then fly from Baltra to Quito.

Day 7 Quito The trip ends in Quito.

TRIP CODE: PSGQE/PSGQF

PHYSICAL RATING

Group size Maximum 16

Accommodation 2 nights comfortable hotel, 4 nights motorised yacht

Transport Motorised yacht, minibus, plane, Zodiac

Meals 6 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 4 dinners

Boat Grand Queen Beatriz

ALL DEPARTURE DATES GUARANTEED

Selected Tuesdays

Enter trip code PSGQE/PSGQF on our website peregrineadventures.com for a full list of 2019 & 2020 departure dates

Price See inside front cover

Solo travellers can be matched with another traveller in any twin cabin category. Your own cabin is possible with a single supplement.
Classic Galapagos – Southern Islands

10 Days

Day 1 Quito Welcome to Quito, Ecuador’s atmospheric capital. Transfer to your hotel.

Day 2 Isla Baltra Fly to Baltra early and transfer to the Grand Queen Beatriz. Visit Punta Carrion, a protected cove ideal for a first snorkel.

Day 3 Isla Isabela Spot white-tipped reef sharks at Las Tintoreras and visit the Giant Tortoise Breeding Center.


Day 5 Isla Santa Cruz See giant tortoises in the wild in the Santa Cruz highlands.

Day 6 Isla Plaza Sur Visit Isla Santa Fe and the small but beautiful Isla Plaza Sur.

Day 7 Isla Espanola Explore Espanola, including Bahia Gardner and Punta Suarez.

Day 8 Isla San Cristobal Cruise to Isla San Cristobal, visiting Leon Dormido (Kicker Rock), Isla Lobos and Punta Pitt.

Day 9 Isla San Cristobal – Quito After a visit to the San Cristobal Interpretation Center, fly from San Cristobal to Quito.

Day 10 Quito The journey ends in Quito.
Classic Galapagos

10 Days

**CENTRAL EASTERN ISLANDS: PSGQB**

Day 1 Quito Arrive in Quito and transfer to your hotel. Perhaps explore the Old Town.
Day 2 Isla San Cristobal Fly to San Cristobal and transfer to the Grand Queen Beatriz. Visit Galapaguera to encounter tortoises.
Day 3 Isla Bartolome Ponder the fascinating volcanic landscapes of Isla Bartolome and take a walk along the unique Sullivan Bay.
Day 4 Isla Santiago Visit the idyllic Espumilla Beach, historic Buccaneer Cove and volcanic Puerto Egas (look out for seals).
Day 5 Isla Santa Cruz Sail to Isla Santa Cruz, venturing into the misty highlands.
Day 6 Isla Mosquera Explore birdlife-rich North Seymour and sandy Isla Mosquera.
Day 7 Isla Santa Cruz Visit Black Turtle Cove and walk amid land iguanas on Cerro Dragon.
Day 8 Isla Rabida Gaze at lagoon birds on Isla Rabida, and learn about the intriguing geology of Sombrero Chino.
Day 9 Isla Baltra – Quito Take a refreshing swim at Bachas Beach before returning to Baltra. Take your flight back to Quito.
Day 10 Quito The tour ends in Quito.

**SOUTH EASTERN ISLANDS: PSGQC**

Day 1 Quito Arrive in Quito and transfer to your hotel. Wander the Old Town if early.
Day 2 Isla Baltra Fly to Baltra and board the Grand Queen Beatriz in time for lunch.
Day 3 Isla Plaza Sur Swim with sea lions in Isla Santa Fe and birdwatch on Isla Plaza Sur.
Day 4 Isla Espanola Explore Isla Espanola, including Bahia Gardner and Punta Suarez.
Day 5 Isla San Cristobal Cruise to Isla San Cristobal, visit Leon Dormido (Kicker Rock), Isla Lobos and Punta Pitt.
Day 6 Isla Cristobal Learn local history at the San Cristobal Interpretation Center and visit Galapaguera, a tortoise breeding centre.
Day 7 Isla Bartolome Explore the volcanic landscapes of Isla Bartolome and Sullivan Bay.
Day 8 Isla Santiago Admire Isla Santiago, including Espumilla Beach, Buccaneer Cove (an old pirate haunt) and Puerto Egas.
Day 9 Isla Santa Cruz – Quito Venture into the highlands of Isla Santa Cruz in search of giant tortoises in their natural habitat. Return to Baltra, then fly back to Quito.
Day 10 Quito The tour ends in Quito.

**CENTRAL SOUTHERN ISLANDS: PSGQD**

Day 1 Quito Arrive in Quito.
Day 2 Isla Baltra Fly to Baltra and begin the trip aboard the Grand Queen Beatriz.
Day 3 Isla Mosquera After gazing at birdlife on North Seymour, sail to Isla Mosquera.
Day 4 Isla Santa Cruz Ride a Zodiac to Black Turtle Cove and take a walk at Cerro Dragon.
Day 5 Isla Rabida Spot pelicans at Isla Rabida and visit the aptly named Sombrero Chino.
Day 6 Isla Santa Cruz Explore Bachas Beach, and swim or snorkel at lovely Punta Carrion.
Day 7 Isla Isabela Visit Las Tintoreras, the Giant Tortoise Breeding Center and the Wall of Tears.
Day 8 Isla Floreana Cruise to Isla Floreana, visiting historic Post Office Bay, plus Devil’s Crown and Punta Cormorant.
Day 9 Isla Santa Cruz – Quito Visit the Santa Cruz highlands, then fly to Quito.
Day 10 Quito Your trip ends in Quito.

**TRIP CODE:** PSGQB/PSGQC/PSGQD

**PHYSICAL RATING**

- 1 1 1

**Group size** Maximum 16

**Accommodation** 2 nights comfortable hotel, 7 nights motorised yacht

**Transport** Motorised yacht, minibus, plane, Zodiac

**Meals** 9 breakfasts, 7 lunches, 7 dinners

**Boat** Grand Queen Beatriz

---

**ALL DEPARTURE DATES GUARANTEED**

**Selected Tuesdays & Saturdays** Enter trip code PSGQB/PSGQC/PSGQD on our website peregrineadventures.com for a full list of 2019 & 2020 departure dates

**Price** See inside front cover
Treasures of the Galapagos

13 Days

Day 1 Quito Welcome to lofty Quito.

Day 2 Isla Santa Cruz Rise early for your flight to the Galapagos Islands. Board the Grand Queen Beatriz and cruise to the shallow and protected Punta Carrion Cove, ideal for your first snorkel and swim in the Galapagos. Sail to Isla Isabela overnight.

Day 3 Isla Isabela Wake on the south coast of Isla Isabela, home to blue-footed boobies, penguins, marine iguanas and sea lions. In the afternoon, visit the Arnoldo Tupiza Tortoise Breeding Centre. An overnight journey will deliver you to Isla Floreana in the morning.

Day 4 Isla Floreana A highlight of any Galapagos trip, Isla Floreana is rich in natural wonders. Today is one of the best opportunities to see pink flamingos and other water birds wading in the lagoons.

Day 5 Isla Santa Cruz Visit the Charles Darwin Research Station to learn about conservation of the islands. Then, travel to the lush, misty highlands to see giant tortoises in their natural habitat.

Day 6 Isla Santa Fe – Isla Plaza Sur These tiny islands are packed with wildlife and jade-green waters perfect for snorkelling. The sea lions who call Isla Santa Fe home make particularly good swimming partners.

Day 7 Isla Espanola Rise to the sound of bird calls, as avian creatures dominate the southernmost island of the Galapagos.

Waved albatrosses, blue-footed and masked boobies, doves and mockingbirds can be seen among the rocks and endemic fauna. Hike a cliff on Punta Suarez and snorkel off the coast of Bahia Gardner.

Days 8-9 Isla San Cristobal Arrive at Punta Pitt in the morning and trapse volcanic hills. Cruise past Leon Dormido (Kicker Rock) and drop in to Isla Lobos before spending the evening at port in San Cristobal. Place the splendour of the Galapagos in contrast with a trip to the Interpretation Center, then travel inland to see giant tortoises.

Day 10 Isla Bartolome Hike to the top of a once-active volcano and enjoy superb views. Later, walk on lava that erupted from the earth in 1897 on Bahia Sullivan.

Day 11 Isla Santiago Visit Espumilla Beach, an important nesting site for sea turtles, Caleta Buccaneer (Buccaneer Cove) where Darwin camped to study the islands and their wildlife and Puerto Egas, home to hundreds of marine iguanas.

Day 12 Isla Santa Cruz Travel through the agricultural region and into the misty cloud forest of Scalesia. Look out for world-famous woodpeckers plus warbler finches and vermilion flycatchers. Fly to Quito.

Day 13 Quito Your adventure comes to an end today after breakfast.

TRIP CODE: PSGQJ

PHYSICAL RATING ★★★★★

Group size Maximum 16

Accommodation 2 nights comfortable hotel, 10 nights motorised yacht

Transport Plane, motorised yacht, minibus, Zodiac

Meals 12 breakfasts, 10 lunches, 10 dinners

Boat Grand Queen Beatriz

ALL DEPARTURE DATES GUARANTEED

Selected Saturdays

Enter trip code PSGQJ on our website peregrineadventures.com for a full list of 2019 & 2020 departure dates

Price See inside front cover
You’re never too far from history when you travel with Peregrine to Cuba and Central America. In Mexico City, stay at the elegant Hotel Geneve, a ‘museum hotel’ located in the city’s Pink Zone. At the Tikal ruins in Guatemala, watch archaeologists at work uncovering Maya temples dating as far back as 400 BC. Meanwhile, the history of Costa Rica’s Monteverde Cloud Forest Reserve leans toward the natural, with hundreds of unique birds, mammals, reptiles and native orchid species.
CENTRAL AMERICA
COMBINATION TRIPS

Can’t decide which Central American culture to immerse yourself in? Our combination trips link our regular trips together to create bigger, bolder journeys. It’s the perfect way to see more and soak up diverse experiences – listen to a cacophony of mariachi music and laughter in Mexico City one night and relax on the shores of Lake Atitlan in the Guatemalan highlands just a few days later. Explore our extensive range of Combination Trips.

TURN THESE...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PSMH</th>
<th>Mexico Highlights</th>
<th>10 days, see page 57</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSGH</td>
<td>Guatemala Highlights</td>
<td>8 days, see page 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSCH</td>
<td>Costa Rica Highlights</td>
<td>8 days, see page 58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PSTC</th>
<th>Essential Cuba</th>
<th>9 days, see page 53</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSMI</td>
<td>Mexico in Depth</td>
<td>15 days, see page 55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...INTO A COMBO TRIP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PSMH + PSGH = PSMGC</th>
<th>Mexico &amp; Guatemala Highlights</th>
<th>17 days, see page 59</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSMH + PSGH + PSCH = PSMCC</td>
<td>Central America Highlights</td>
<td>24 days, see page 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSMI + PSTC = PSCMC</td>
<td>Mexico &amp; Cuba Highlights</td>
<td>23 days, see page 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSTC + PSMH + PSGH + PSCH = PSCCC</td>
<td>Cuba &amp; Central America Highlights</td>
<td>32 days, enter PSCCC on our website</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NOTE: International flight necessary to connect these trips is not included.
Cuba Highlights

13 Days

Day 1 Havana Welcome to Havana’s colourful mix of 50s Americana, colonial architecture and budding modernity.

Day 2 Vinales – Havana Take private transport to Vinales, located in beautiful Pinar del Rio province. Enjoy a walking tour of farm lands and tobacco crops before lunching at an organic farm with sweeping valley views.

Day 3 Santiago de Cuba In the morning, cruise down Vedado in a classic American car past sights such as Revolution Square. Enjoy a walking tour of Old Havana’s main attractions before flying to Santiago de Cuba.

Days 4-5 Santiago de Cuba Embark on a three-hour city tour, visiting El Morro Castle, Santa Ifigenia Cemetery and the Moncada barracks. Along the way, learn about the town’s vital role in the revolution. Dine with a local family for a real slice of Cuban life.

Days 6-7 Camaguey Explore Camaguey, seeing its best sights from the back of a bicycle taxi. Stop at local markets, parks, and plazas. Head to a ballet theatre for a fascinating glimpse behind the curtain.

Day 8 Ciego de Avila – Trinidad On the way to Trinidad, stop in at a well-known gallery to learn about silverware sculptures. Arrive in Trinidad, known for its colourful streets, extravagant palaces and former wealth.

Day 9 Trinidad Feel Trinidad’s sultry rhythms with a salsa class. Perhaps enjoy some swimming at Playa Ancon. Alternatively, cycle Trinidad’s colourful streets past once-grand mansions and pastel buildings, or take in a traditional Cuban dance show.

Day 10 Cienfuegos Continue along the picturesque coast to Cienfuegos, a slice of Paris in the Caribbean. Visit the opulent Palacio del Valle, hopefully in time for a sunset rooftop drink.

Day 11 Bay of Pigs – Santa Clara – Havana Stop at the historic Bay of Pigs for a swim in waters rich with fish and coral. Continue to the Che Guevara Mausoleum and Museum in Santa Clara.

Days 12-13 Havana Enjoy a free day in Havana and bid farewell after breakfast on Day 13.

TRIP CODE: PSTV

PHYSICAL RATING

Group size Maximum 12
Accommodation 3 nights comfortable hotel, 5 nights premium guesthouse, 4 nights feature stay Havana
Transport Plane, private vehicle
Meals 12 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 2 dinners

SELECTED SATURDAYS
Enter trip code PSTV on our website peregrineadventures.com for a full list of 2019 & 2020 departure dates

Price See inside front cover

FEATURE STAY

Hotel Nacional, Havana (Days 1-2 & 11-12)
The Hotel Nacional combines Art Deco style, a superb seaside location and quite the colourful history. See the two remaining coastal guns from the Santa Clara Battery on display in the garden.
Essential Cuba

9 Days

Day 1 Havana Take an included transfer to the hotel. Meet your group and perhaps enjoy an optional dinner together.

Day 2 Havana Tour the streets in a vintage American and visit the Revolution Square. Take a guided walk through Old Havana, visiting the Metropolitan Cathedral, Plaza de Armas and more.

Day 3 Soroa – Vinales Travel to Soroa for a guided tour of an orchid garden that boasts 700 different flower species. Continue to Vinales, a land of tobacco, sugarcane and limestone outcrops.

Day 4 Vinales Explore the farmlands of Vinales on a guided walk. In the afternoon, learn a few steps in a salsa dancing class, then visit an organic eco-farm at the top of the valley for dinner.

Day 5 Bay of Pigs – Cienfuegos Travel to the Bay of Pigs to learn about the 1961 invasion and take a dip in historic waters. Head to the coast before travelling on to Cienfuegos, Cuba’s ‘Pearl of the South’ for a visit to the ornate Palacio del Valle.

Day 6 Trinidad Head to a one-of-a-kind, perfectly preserved Spanish colonial settlement. After a guided walk around Trinidad, share a home-cooked meal at a farmhouse with the locals.

Day 7 Trinidad Enjoy a free day. For some beachside fun and perhaps a little snorkeling, head down to Playa Ancon. A folklore show at one of the town’s numerous open-air venues is another excellent optional activity.

Day 8 Santa Clara – Havana Stop in Santa Clara to visit the Che Guevara Mausoleum en route to Havana. Spend a final night in Cuba’s capital.

Day 9 Havana The trip ends this morning after breakfast.

TRIP CODE: PSTC

PHYSICAL RATING  ●  ●  ○○○

Group size Maximum 12
Accommodation 1 night comfortable hotel, 2 nights premium guesthouse, 2 nights standard guesthouse, 3 nights feature stay Havana
Transport Private vehicle
Meals 8 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 2 dinners

ALL DEPARTURE DATES GUARANTEED

Selected Saturdays
Enter trip code PSTC on our website peregrineadventures.com for a full list of 2019 & 2020 departure dates

Price See inside front cover

Peregrine Moments

Home dining – Trinidad
Dine in the garden of a farm on the outskirts of Trinidad. Sit under the mango trees and listen to a local musician playing traditional Cuban rhythms.

Orchid garden tour – Soroa
Take a private tour of an orchid garden with a local expert and see why Soroa is known as Cuba’s rainbow.

FEATURE STAY

Hotel Nacional, Havana (Days 1-2 & 8)
Modelled on Florida’s five-star hotel, The Breakers, Hotel Nacional combines Art Deco style, a superb seaside location and a colourful history.
Mexico & Cuba Highlights

23 Days

Days 1-2 Mexico City Arrive in Mexico City and take a private transfer to the hotel. On Day 2 explore the city’s historical heart on a guided walk, visiting Metropolitan Cathedral, Zocalo (main square), National Palace and Museum of Anthropology. In the evening go on a ‘taco crawl’ of some of the best taquerias in town.

Day 3 Teotihuacan – Mexico City Travel to the former Aztec capital to see the Pyramids of the Sun and Moon. Return to Mexico City.

Peregrine Moments

Maya ruins – Palenque
Uncover secrets of the past as you explore some of the most impressive Maya relics in Mexico with a professional archaeologist.

Home dining – Trinidad
Dine in the garden of a farm on the outskirts of Trinidad. Sit under the mango trees and listen to a local musician playing traditional Cuban rhythms.

Day 4 Oaxaca Travel to Oaxaca, a colourful culinary paradise renowned for amazing food and a thriving art scene.

Day 5 Oaxaca Take a guided tour of the city, including the ruins of Mitla, the gnarled Tule tree, the petrified waterfalls of Hierve El Agua and a Mezcal factory. Enjoy lunch in a Zapotec family home.

Days 6-7 San Cristobal de las Casas Fly east to the spectacular Sumidero Canyon. Explore the well-preserved Maya villages of San Juan Chamula and Zinacantan.

Day 8 Palenque On the road to Palenque, visit the multi-tiered Agua Azul waterfall, where you may choose to have a swim.

Days 9-10 Campeche Meet a local archaeologist for a morning visit to the ruins of Palenque. Travel onwards to Campeche.

Day 11 Merida Stop at the Celestun Biosphere Reserve and bird sanctuary in the morning before travelling to Merida.

Day 12 Merida Enjoy free time today. Perhaps explore the Regional Museum of Yucatan or walk the mansion-lined Paseo de Montejo for a taste of Merida’s 19th-century glory.

Day 13 Chichen Itza – Playa del Carmen Leave Merida early and explore Chichen Itza, possibly the most famous Maya site in Mexico. After a guided walk through the impressive ruins, continue to the coastal resort town of Playa del Carmen.

Day 14 Playa del Carmen Spend today however you please, perhaps sip a cocktail on the white sands of this beach-side playground.

Day 15 Havana Arrive in Havana and transfer to your hotel.

Day 16 Havana Take a drive in a vintage American car for a tour that includes Revolution Square. Afterwards, enjoy a guided walk through Old Havana.

Day 17 Soroa – Vinales Take a guided walk through an orchid garden in Soroa with a local expert on the area known as the ‘rainbow of Cuba’. On the way to Vinales engage in an informal Spanish lesson with your leader.

Day 18 Vinales Learn how Cuba’s famous cigars are produced with a tobacco farm tour. After having a go at salsa dancing, dine at an eco-farm overlooking a glorious valley.

Day 19 Cienfuegos Travel to Cienfuegos via the infamous Bay of Pigs. Learn the history of the botched US invasion, then visit the Palacio del Valle on arrival in Cienfuegos.

Day 20 Trinidad After a free morning, travel to Trinidad. Take a guided walk along the city’s cobblestone streets. Sit down to a traditional meal at a local farmhouse.

Day 21 Trinidad Enjoy a free day in Trinidad.

Day 22 Santa Clara – Havana Visit the Che Guevara Mausoleum and Museum in Santa Clara on the way back to Havana.

Day 23 Havana Your trip ends after breakfast.

COMBINATION TRIPS

This is a combination of itineraries PSMI and PSTC. For more information on Combination Trips please see pages 13 & 50.

FEATURE STAY

Hotel Geneve, Mexico City (Days 1-3)
This elegant ‘museum hotel’ is located in the city’s Pink Zone, close to restaurants and shops. Its antiques and artworks recall days gone by, and its rooms have all the modern-day comforts.

Trip Code: PSCMC

Physical Rating

Group size Maximum 12

Accommodation 12 nights comfortable hotel, 2 nights premium guesthouse, 2 nights standard guesthouse, 3 nights feature stay Mexico City, 3 nights feature stay Havana

Transport Plane, private vehicle

Meals 22 breakfasts, 6 lunches, 3 dinners

All Departure Dates Guaranteed

Selected Saturdays

Enter trip code PSCMC on our website peregrineadventures.com for a full list of 2019 & 2020 departure dates

Price See inside front cover

The information on this page is subject to change before final confirmation, although unlikely.
**Mexico in Depth**

**15 Days**

**Days 1-3 Mexico City** Arrive in Mexico City and transfer to your hotel. If you arrive early, the Leon Trotsky and Frida Kahlo museums are two worthy sights that aren’t included in this trip. Meet your group at 6 pm, then join them for an optional group dinner or strike out on your own. Enjoy a full-day city tour followed by an evening taco crawl around town with your leader, then travel to the ancient Aztec ruins of Teotihuacan and walk down the Avenue of the Dead for a glimpse of what life might have once been like there.

**Day 8 Palenque** Travel to Palenque via the beautiful, cascading Agua Azul waterfalls.

**Days 9-10 Campeche** Meet a local archaeologist for a memorable visit to the ruins of Palenque that date back to AD 600. Transfer to Campeche, a port city on the Yucatan Peninsula with a fascinating history and well-preserved fortifications.

**Days 11-12 Merida** Visit the Celestun bird sanctuary for a guided boat tour where, depending on the season, you may see thousands of flamingos painting a pink streak across the landscape. Continue to Merida, the Yucatan’s capital. Stroll through the city, visit the impressive museums and take in the Plaza Grande. The outdoor market is an essential stop for hammocks and local food.

**Day 13 Chichen Itza – Playa del Carmen** Depart Merida for Chichen Itza. Take a two-hour tour of Mexico’s most famous ruins. Then, explore Ik Kil, one of the most beautiful cenotes in the country. Tuck into a buffet lunch, then it’s onwards to Playa del Carmen, the perfect place to end a trip. With its azure waters and powdery beaches, Playa del Carmen is the laid-back cousin of popular Cancun. Beach bars, snorkelling and relaxation await.

**Day 14 Playa del Carmen** Take today to enjoy Playa del Carmen as you see fit. Kick back with a book, stroll along the white sands or snorkel in crystal-clear waters. For active adventures, you can explore Cozumel or take a guided tour of the nearby Tulum ruins.

**Day 15 Playa del Carmen** Your trip comes to an end today.

---

**Peregrine Moments**

**Candle workshop – Oaxaca**

Find out how beeswax candles are made in a workshop before learning about mezcal distilling from an experienced palanquero.

**Maya ruins – Palenque**

Uncover secrets of the past as you explore some of the most impressive Maya relics in Mexico with a professional archaeologist as your guide.

**Days 4-5 Oaxaca** Travel to the colonial city of Oaxaca, renowned for its cuisine and vibrant art scene. Take a full-day tour of Oaxaca and learn about the tradition of beeswax candle-making, an opportunity not many travellers have. You’ll also tour the Mitla ruins, the gnarled Tule Tree, Hierge el Agua and a local mezcal producer. Foodies shouldn’t miss trying local fare like mole negro, banana-leaf-wrapped tamales and baked chilli and lime grasshoppers.

**Days 6-7 San Cristobal de las Casas** Fly to Chiapas and experience the grandeur of the 800-metre deep Sumidero Canyon. Take a boat tour and be dwarfed by the steep canyon walls, then continue to San Cristobal de las Casas, a highland town known for its well-preserved colonial architecture. Visit the traditional Maya villages of of San Juan Chamula and Zinacantla, which serve as marketplaces and religious ceremonial centres for the indigenous people who live in the surrounding hills, and learn more about this ancient culture.

**Day 13 Chichen Itza – Playa del Carmen** Depart Merida for Chichen Itza. Take a two-hour tour of Mexico’s most famous ruins. Then, explore Ik Kil, one of the most beautiful cenotes in the country. Tuck into a buffet lunch, then it’s onwards to Playa del Carmen, the perfect place to end a trip. With its azure waters and powdery beaches, Playa del Carmen is the laid-back cousin of popular Cancun. Beach bars, snorkelling and relaxation await.

**Hotel Geneve, Mexico City (Days 1-3)**

This elegant ‘museum hotel’ is located in the city’s Pink Zone, close to restaurants and shops. Its antiques and artworks recall days gone by, and its rooms have all the modern-day comforts.
Central America Highlights

24 Days

Day 1 Playa del Carmen Enjoy an orientation walk of this coastal playground on arrival.

Day 2 Playa del Carmen – Chichen Itza Make a day trip to Chichen Itza, the vestiges of a grand Maya city. A guide will walk you through these spectacular ruins and explain the ingenious design, which often manipulates light and sound. Make sure you stop and listen for strange echoes and watch for serpentine shadows.

Days 3-4 San Cristobal de las Casas Explore this city of colour and craft. Take a trip to a nearby Maya village of San Juan Chamula, where local customs, habits and laws often prevail over the conventions of non-indigenous Mexico.

Days 5-7 Oaxaca Visit Mitla, an archaeological Zapotec burial site and then the gnarled, knotty trunk of the world’s stoutest tree (the tule). Travel to the petrified waterfalls of Hierve El Agua, and sample mezcal made in the area. Food and drink is central to understanding Oaxaca, so enjoy a special lunch prepared and served in an indigenous Zapotec household, where you’ll likely be stunned by the variety of dishes that can be prepared from the humble corn cob.

Days 8-9 Mexico City Check-in at the Hotel Geneve, luxurious lodgings with a curious history. Take a tour of this bustling city and enjoy a mariachi serenade and cantina dinner.

Day 10 Antigua Welcome to the central Guatemalan highlands.

Days 11-12 Panajachel – Lake Atitlan Explore the eclectic highlands market of Solola, then continue to serene Panajachel, where the gorgeous Hotel Atitlan awaits on the bank of the lake. Visit the traditional community of Santiago, where many villagers live a Tz’utujil lifestyle and learn to paint in bold naïf style.

Days 13-14 Flores – Tikal National Park Built on an island on Lake Peten Itza, Flores is the gateway to several national parks and important Maya sites including Tikal. See some of the world’s most magnificent Maya ruins, some that rise above the jungle canopy and others that remain hidden in the undergrowth.

Days 15-16 Antigua Return to Antigua and perhaps sample famous Guatemalan coffee and cocoa.

Days 17-18 San Jose Tour the barren craters on an island on Lake Peten Itza, Flores is the gateway to several national parks and important Maya sites including Tikal. See some of the world’s most magnificent Maya ruins, some that rise above the jungle canopy and others that remain hidden in the undergrowth.

Days 19-20 Manuel Antonio With long stretched of sand and evergreen forests, this is the perfect place to unwind or, if you prefer, enjoy some sailing or kayaking.

Days 21-22 Monteverde This nature and wildlife lover’s paradise is ripe with possible activities. In the evening, embark on a walk through the rainforest in search of some of its nocturnal inhabitants. Some of the wildlife you might see include porcupines, toucans, owls, stick insects and even tarantulas. Explore the misty cloud forest on suspension bridges and inhale the scent of rare orchids.

Days 23-24 San Jose Time for some last-minute souvenir shopping at the city’s vibrant markets.

TRIP CODE: PSMCC

PHYSICAL RATING ★★ ★★★

Group size Maximum 12
Accommodation 21 nights comfortable hotel, 2 nights feature stay Mexico City
Transport Plane, private vehicle, taxi, shared boat
Meals 20 breakfasts, 6 lunches, 3 dinners

ALL DEPARTURE DATES GUARANTEED

Selected Fridays
Enter trip code PSMCC on our website peregrineadventures.com for a full list of 2019 & 2020 departure dates

Price See inside front cover

FEATURE STAY

Hotel Geneve, Mexico City (Days 8-9)
Located in the historic area of Mexico City, this sophisticated and glamourous hotel has functioned as a meeting point for intellectuals and artists since its opening in 1907.

COMBINATION TRIPS

This is a combination of itineraries PSMH, PSGH & PSCH. For more information on Combination Trips please see pages 13 & 50.
**Mexico Highlights**

**10 Days**

**Day 1 Playa del Carmen**  Blessed with all the powdery beaches and azure waters of nearby Cancun but with less intense crowds, you’re free to take in the salty air of this coastal city.

**Day 2 Playa del Carmen – Chichen Itza**  Enjoy a guided walk through the vestiges of this grand Maya City.

**Peregrine Moments**

**Zapotec family lunch – Oaxaca**

*Eat a hearty, home-cooked meal with an indigenous Zapotec family, sharing food and conversation with people who have a rich cultural history in Oaxaca.*

**Home-based textile making – Zinacatan**

*Join some local women in their home and watch as they create the fabulous, colourful textiles typical to the area.*

**Days 3-4 San Cristobal de las Casas**

With stunning, mural-lined streets, this colonial town is eminently walkable. Nearby San Juan Chamula offers insight into a much older culture, where locals practice a spiritual blend of Maya ritual and Catholicism.

**Days 5-7 Oaxaca**

Enjoy a day full to the brim with included activities. Explore the Zapotec roots of modern Oaxaca in the ruins of Mitla, gaze upon the Tule Tree and visit the petrified falls of Hieve El Agua. Your Oaxacan culture immersion would not be complete without a tour of a mezcal distillery, where the proud folks at Don Agave Mezcal will show you how the traditional spirit is crafted. A biodiverse culinary paradise with many regional dishes that are difficult to replicate elsewhere, Oaxaca is a foodie’s dream. On your second day, enjoy some local dishes during a lunch prepared and served in a Zapotec household.

**Days 8-10 Mexico City**

Check in at the salmon-coloured Hotel Geneve, luxurious lodgings with a fascinating history as a neutral zone during the Mexican revolution. Visit Zocalo square, which has been a prominent hub since Aztec times and the dome topped Palacio de Bellas Artes, a marble palace where the walls are painted by notable artists such as Diego Rivera. Your trip comes to an end after breakfast on Day 10.

**TRIP CODE: PSMH**

**PHYSICAL RATING ★★★★★**

- **Group size**  Maximum 12
- **Accommodation**  7 nights comfortable hotel, 2 nights feature stay Mexico City
- **Transport**  Plane, private vehicle, taxi
- **Meals**  9 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 1 dinner

**ALL DEPARTURE DATES GUARANTEED**

**Selected Fridays**

Enter trip code PSMH on our website peregrineadventures.com for a full list of 2019 & 2020 departure dates

**Price**  See inside front cover

**FEATURE STAY**

**Hotel Geneve, Mexico City (Days 8-10)**

This centrally located and glamorous hotel has been a hotspot for artists and intellectuals from around the world for over 100 years.
Guatemala Highlights

8 Days

Day 1 Antigua Touch down in Guatemala City and transfer to Antigua, a World Heritage-listed city in the Guatemalan central highlands. Meet your group at 6 pm and enjoy an optional group dinner afterwards.

Day 2-3 Panajachel – Lake Atitlan En route to Panajachel, stop at the highlands’ Solola market, where colourfully dressed locals shop for vegetables, fruit, meat, clothing and knick-knacks. There’ll be an informal Spanish lesson on the journey for you to improve your purchasing prowess. Continue to Lake Atitlan and take a boat to Santiago, a traditional Tz’utujil village where you can try your hand at a local painting workshop. Stay at Hotel Atitlan and take in dramatic views of the lake and surrounding volcanoes.

Day 4 Flores Relax and maybe rent a kayak before transferring to Guatemala City for a late lunch and a flight to Flores, the gateway to several national parks and the important Maya site of Tikal.

Day 5 Flores – Tikal National Park Visit the magnificent Tikal ruins on a guided tour. Those interested can climb to the top of the temples for unsurpassed views of the jungle – with toucans and macaws swooping between trees and monkeys crashing through the canopy. Return to Flores in the afternoon and enjoy some free time to shop for locally made souvenirs or take a dip in the lake.

Day 6-7 Antigua Take an early flight to Guatemala City then transfer to Antigua. Take in Antigua in all its glory on a guided tour with a local. Enjoy a free final day to perhaps sample Guatemala’s two famous beans – coffee and cocoa – or maybe take a hiking trip to the active Pacaya Volcano before organising a farewell dinner.

Day 8 Antigua Your trip ends after breakfast.

Costa Rica Highlights

8 Days

Day 1 San Jose Hola! Welcome to San Jose, Costa Rica’s vibrant capital.

Day 2 Irazu Volcano – San Jose Drive to a visitor lookout point on Irazu, Costa Rica’s highest active volcano, then continue to the lush verdant hills, coffee plantations and beautiful gardens of Orosi Valley. Stroll the historic township and Lankester Botanical Gardens, known for its extensive collection of orchids.

Day 3-4 Manuel Antonio Depart for the long white beaches and evergreen forests of Manuel Antonio. This tropical paradise is brimming with exotic wildlife. Embark on a walk through Manuel Antonio National Park with a local guide in search of cheeky monkeys, indolent sloths, endangered white-faced capuchin monkeys and hundreds of species of birds. Soak in the lush surrounds on a memorable sunset sail, keeping your eyes peeled for animals like dolphins, whales and sea turtles.

Day 5 Monteverde This cloud forest town is a wildlife and nature lover’s paradise. A night walk may reveal nocturnal inhabitants such as porcupines, toucans, tarantulas and even snakes.

Day 6 Monteverde Explore the misty upper canopy of the cloud forest reserve while walking a series of suspension bridges hidden among the treetops. Keep an eye out for the resplendent quetzal, one of the world’s most elusive birds, as well as toucans, monkeys and sloths. Spend the afternoon learning about one of Costa Rica’s most famous exports with a visit to a family-owned coffee business.

Day 7-8 San Jose Come full circle and return to San Jose. See the sights on a walking tour, then enjoy free time to explore. You might choose to stroll vibrant Avenida Central or visit the city’s vibrant markets.

Peregrine Moment

Naif painting – Lake Atitlan
Take a workshop hosted by a local painter and try your hand at naif (naive) style art, using techniques that were famously employed by Frida Kahlo.

Quaker visit – Monteverde
Visit the home of a Quaker and learn the story of how this US religious group settled in Costa Rica. Perhaps buy some delicious local cheese.

TRIP CODE: PSCH
PHYSICAL RATING ● ● ● ●
Group size Maximum 12
Accommodation 4 nights comfortable hotel, 3 nights feature stay Monteverde
Transport Private vehicle
Meals 6 breakfasts, 1 lunch, 2 dinners
ALL DEPARTURE DATES GUARANTEED
Selected Sundays
Enter trip code PSCH on our website peregrineadventures.com for a full list of 2019 & 2020 departure dates

TRIP CODE: PSGH
PHYSICAL RATING ● ● ● ●
Group size Maximum 12
Accommodation 5 nights comfortable hotel, 2 nights feature stay Lake Atitlan
Transport Plane, private vehicle
Meals 7 breakfasts, 2 lunches, 1 dinner
ALL DEPARTURE DATES GUARANTEED
Selected Sundays
Enter trip code PSGH on our website peregrineadventures.com for a full list of 2019 & 2020 departure dates

Price See inside front cover

FEATURE STAY Hotel Presidente (Days 1, 2 & 7)

FEATURE STAY Hotel Atitlan (Day 2 - 3)
Mexico & Guatemala Highlights

17 Days

Day 1 Playa del Carmen Welcome to Playa del Carmen. This sun-drenched, sandy playground is a fantastic place to ease into your Central American adventure.

Day 2 Playa del Carmen – Chichen Itza Take a guided tour of the vast remnants of a Maya city with a visit to Chichen Itza. Enjoy an optional group dinner or venture out on your own.

Day 3 San Cristobal de las Casas The colonial town of San Cristobal de las Casas awaits you after a morning of travel.

Day 4 San Cristobal de las Casas Travel to a nearby Maya village called San Juan Chamula and gain insight into a resilient and somewhat insular culture. Locals here practice a spiritual blend of Maya ritual and Catholicism.

Days 5-7 Oaxaca This is a city that needs to be savoured, just like the spiced cacao the locals drink. Enjoy a full day tour with transport, entrance fees and other details taken care of, so you can relax and feast your eyes on the sights instead of digging into your wallet or staring at a map. See the Tule Tree, the ruins of Mitla, petrified falls of Hierve El Agua and more. Enjoy lunch prepared and served in an indigenous Zapotec household.

Days 8-9 Mexico City Check in at luxurious Hotel Geneve, stately lodgings with a history of housing famous local and international guests. Visit Zocalo square, which has been bustling since Aztec times. See the elegant dome of Palacio de Bellas Artes. Inside this palatial building you’ll find myriad ornate rooms and exhibitions. Bid Mexico adios on the evening of Day 9.

Day 10 Antigua Fly to Guatemala City and journey to the heritage-listed city of Antigua, nestled in the Guatemalan central highlands.

Days 11-12 Panajachel – Lake Atitlan Spend two days relaxing on the stunning shore of Lake Atitlan in Panajachel. Why not soak up the dramatic views of this volcano-flanked lake from the hot tub at a feature stay hotel, the elite Hotel Atitlan. On Day 12, take a boat to Santiago – a traditional Tz’utujil village – and try your hand at naif painting with a local artist.

Day 13 Flores Perhaps hit the lake in a kayak before transferring to Guatemala City. Eat a late lunch and board a flight to Flores.

Day 14 Flores – Tikal National Park Explore ruins swallowed by thick jungle at the spectacular site of Tikal. You may choose to climb to the top of the temples for a stunning panorama. Return to Flores and spend at afternoon at leisure.

Day 15 Antigua Take an early flight to Guatemala City, then transfer to Antigua. Get acquainted with the city during a leader-led orientation walk, followed by a tour given by a local expert.

Days 16-17 Antigua It would be a shame to leave Antigua without sipping the beverages the city is famous for, so perhaps spend today sampling hot cocoa and coffee. Your leader can recommend where to begin. Active types may prefer to tackle Volcano. Enjoy a farewell dinner, and bid adios to your leader and fellow travellers. Your trip ends after breakfast on Day 17.

TRIP CODE: PSMGC

PHYSICAL RATING ★ ★ ★ ★

Group size Maximum 12

Accommodation 12 nights hotel, 2 nights feature stay Mexico City, 2 nights feature stay Lake Atitlan

Transport Plane, private vehicle, taxi

Meals 16 breakfasts, 5 lunches, 2 dinners

ALL DEPARTURE DATES GUARANTEED

Selected Fridays

Enter trip code PSMGC on our website peregrineadventures.com for a full list of 2019 & 2020 departure dates

Price See inside front cover

FEATURE STAY

Hotel Geneve, Mexico City (Days 8-9)

This elegant hotel is located in the city’s Pink Zone, close to a range of restaurants and shops. Its decor recalls days gone by, while the lush rooms have all the modern-day comforts.

COMBINATION TRIP INFORMATION

This is a combination of itineraries PSMH and PSGH. For more information on Combination Trips please see pages 13 & 50.

Peregrine Moments

Naif painting – Lake Atitlan
Take a workshop hosted by a local painter and try your hand at naif (naive) style art, techniques of which were famously employed by Frida Kahlo.

Cultural workshop – Oaxaca
Find out how beeswax candles are made in a workshop before learning about mezcal distilling from an experienced planquero.

Days 5-7 Oaxaca This is a city that needs to be savoured, just like the spiced cacao the locals drink. Enjoy a full day tour with transport, entrance fees and other details taken care of, so you can relax and feast your eyes on the sights instead of digging into your wallet or staring at a map. See the Tule Tree, the ruins of Mitla, petrified falls of Hierve El Agua and more. Enjoy lunch prepared and served in an indigenous Zapotec household.

Days 8-9 Mexico City Check in at luxurious Hotel Geneve, stately lodgings with a history of housing famous local and international
WELCOME TO ADVENTURE CRUISING

Conventional big ship cruising is all about life on the boat. What to eat, what to do, which show to catch. Adventure Cruising is more about the destination: stopping at little islands the big ships can’t reach, exploring local markets and trying fresh produce, learning a place’s history and culture from local guides who know it best. Our journeys are low-impact, with fewer passengers and less stress on local communities, and each one is carbon-offset through a range of renewable energy projects.
Cruising Costa Rica & Panama

8 Days

Day 1 Puerto Caldera – Costa Rica Arrive in Costa Rica and be welcomed aboard. Set sail mid-afternoon for Quepos.

Day 2 Quepos – Playa Biesanz Arrive in Quepos, where an optional walk through Manuel Antonio Reserve could be a real highlight of the cruise. This fragile rainforest ecosystem shelters myriad wildlife, including easy-to-spot monkeys and a wide variety of tropical birds. In the afternoon, opt for a forest canopy tour or sail on with the Callisto to Playa Biesanz. When night falls, enjoy a tropical-themed dinner party on board the Callisto. Sail overnight towards Golfo Dulce.

Day 3 Puerto Jimenez – Casa Orquideas Enjoy an optional Osa Peninsula walk after arriving early morning in Puerto Jimenez. Enjoy lunch on the ship en route to Casa Orquideas. This beautiful, privately owned botanical oasis contains many species of tropical plants from all over the world. There will be time for a dip before returning to the Callisto by tender. Spend the night at sea en route to Cebaco Island in Panama.

Day 4 Restingue Island – Cebaco Island Arrive at Restingue Island for an amazing swimming and snorkelling experience in this petite paradise. Set off around noon to nearby Island for a beach barbecue and a swim in refreshing waters. In the afternoon, sail on to Punta Patino, spending the night at sea.

Day 5 Punta Patino Enjoy an optional excursion to the World Heritage-listed Punta Patino, the largest private protected area in Central America. Hop in a dugout canoe and sail through a mangrove system to the Mogue Embera Reserve. Spend some time among the indigenous Embera people who live here. Spend the evening at port.

Day 6 Pearl Islands Set sail with the sun and head towards the Pearl Islands for a day of swimming, snorkelling and a beach barbecue. In the afternoon, cruise into Panama City. Following immigration procedures, you will have the option to visit Old Panama and enjoy dinner at a local restaurant. Spend the night docked in Panama City.

Day 7 Panama City Visit the Panama Canal Expansion Observation Centre in Gatun and dine there for lunch. Head back to Panama City, stopping at the Canal Museum to witness the movement of ships in the locks. Tonight, enjoy a farewell dinner on board.

Day 8 Panama City This sailing adventure comes to an end after breakfast.

TRIP CODE: PMSR
PHYSICAL RATING ★★★★★
Group size Maximum 50
Accommodation 7 nights small cruise ship
Transport Small cruise ship
Meals 7 breakfasts, 6 lunch, 7 dinners

ALL DEPARTURE DATES GUARANTEED
Selected Mondays and Saturdays from December 2018 to April 2019
Enter trip code PMSR on our website peregrineadventures.com for a full list of 2019 departure dates

REVERSE TRIP
This trip also runs in reverse. Enter PMSS on our website peregrineadventures.com for more information.

Price See inside front cover
On this journey to the bottom of the Earth, see wildlife including five species of seals, massive colonies of gentoo, macaroni and chinstrap penguins, as well as a profusion of seabirds that range from albatross to skuas. See icebergs containing natural caves shrouded in eerie, translucent light. On land, discover a sweeping ice sheet that masks mountains, fills trenches and binds an entire continent together.
Discover Antarctica

11 Days

Day 1 Ushuaia Welcome to the world’s southernmost city, where you’ll spend an evening in a hotel.

Day 2 Ushuaia Board the Ocean Atlantic and watch the land recede as you set sail for the great white, through the Beagle Channel.

Day 3 The Drake Passage Spend the day at sea, moving through the legendary waters of the Drake Passage, where the Atlantic and Pacific oceans converge with the Southern Sea. If conditions allow, enjoy the ample outer deck space and keep your eyes peeled for albatross, dolphins, whales and orcas. An optional lecture program will also get underway, offering some fascinating insights into Antarctic history, geology and biology.

Day 4 The Drake Passage Continue crossing the Drake Passage today. Favourable conditions could mean making landfall by early evening. The sight of approaching icebergs and land after two days at sea is always an exciting moment.

Days 5-8 Antarctic Peninsula For the next four days you will explore the Antarctic Peninsula, famed for its majestic mountains, stark glaciers, calm waters and abundance of wildlife. Our lecture program continues during the voyage, so you can give some context to your exploration. Discover otherworldly landscapes from the deck and on land, exploring well-known sites such as the Lemaire Channel, Deception Island, Paradise bay and Neko Harbour. There is also potential to visit an active research station, subject to approval. Spend evenings resting onboard, enjoying activities on board and testing your knowledge with our famous Antarctica quiz.

Day 9 At Sea Reflect on this adventure of a lifetime as you set sail for Ushuaia. There will be an opportunity to hear more about Antarctica during further informative talks.

Day 10 At Sea If conditions are favourable, evening should see us returning to the comparatively tranquil waters of the Beagle Channel. Enjoy the calm, a welcome respite after the often-rough waters of the Drake Passage. Enjoy a final meal with your fellow explorers, sharing mirth and memories.

Day 11 Ushuaia Disembark after breakfast.

Exclusive Antarctica, South Georgia and the Falklands

21 Days

Days 1-2 Ushuaia Your Antarctic adventure begins in the dramatic setting of the most southernmost city in the world. Overnight in town then board and embark on Day 2.

Days 3-4 The Drake Passage One of the most memorable parts of any voyage to Antarctica is crossing this famous stretch of water between the continent and South America. Fill up on expert insights with the start of the on board lecture program.

Days 5-8 Antarctic Peninsula Your Antarctic experience will reach a whole new level from today as you set foot on the great white continent and enjoy some of the most unique wildlife viewing and awe-inspiring scenery in the world. Over the next four days, explore the islands and waterways of the Antarctic Peninsula. Cruise amongst ice-filled bays in our Zodiacs, making shore landings and keeping a look out for wildlife.

Days 9-10 At Sea Set sail for open seas and retrace Shackleton’s path to South Georgia.

Days 11-14 South Georgia Explore the wonderful island known as the ‘Galapagos of the South’. Encounter enormous quantities of sea birds, penguin colonies numbering in the hundreds of thousands, sea lion pups and a wealth of history in one of the wildest and most remote places on earth.

Days 15-16 At Sea Leave South Georgia and chart a course for the Falkland Islands.

Days 17-18 Falkland Islands Land at the Falkland Islands, a British Overseas Territory archipelago surrounded by decades of controversy. The biologically diverse Falkland Islands (or Islas Malvinas as they are known in Argentina) have been settled and claimed by France, Spain, Britain and Argentina. Look out for the largest black-browed albatross colony in the world and five species of penguin on the islands. Meet the hardy local inhabitants whose colourful houses provide contrast to the long dark winters.

Days 19-20 At Sea Sail towards Puerto Madryn and reflect on the voyage.

Day 21 Puerto Madryn Disembark.

TRIP CODE: PPCDA

Inclusions All voyage activity excursions, education programs and meals (excluding Day 1), expedition boots and one night’s hotel. For details of included transfers, refer to the Essential Trip Information on the website

Note Weather or other conditions may require changes to our itinerary and shore excursions.

Ship This voyage is operated onboard the Ocean Atlantic

ALL DEPARTURE DATES GUARANTEED

Departs in February 2020

Enter trip code PPCDA on our website peregrineadventures.com for details

Price See inside front cover

TRIP CODE: PPSGF

Inclusions All voyage activity excursions, education programs and meals (excluding Day 1), expedition boots and one night’s hotel. For details of included transfers, refer to the Essential Trip Information on the website

Note Weather or other conditions may require changes to our itinerary and shore excursions.

Ship This voyage is operated onboard the Ocean Atlantic

ALL DEPARTURE DATES GUARANTEED

Departs in March 2020

Enter trip code PPSGF on our website peregrineadventures.com for details

Price See inside front cover

peregrineadventures.com // 63
The World’s Largest Provider of Adventure Travel

Made up of four tour operator brands, more than 20 destination management companies and a not-for-profit, we’re the leaders in sustainable, experience-rich travel.

For 30 years now we’ve specialised in creating immersive, off-the-beaten-track adventures for all types of travellers. Through Intrepid Travel, Peregrine Adventures, Urban Adventures and Adventure Tours you’ll find us on every continent. With more than 2000 itineraries in over 120 countries, we cater to all budgets, age groups and appetites for adventure.

In 2018, we became the world’s largest B Corp in the travel industry. This certification is a badge of honour we wear to show we use business as a force for good. From the way we conserve our natural environment, to our socio-economic impact on local communities, to our employment conditions – we meet the highest global standards of good business.

Our Intrepid Group Family

Adventures for travellers of every age, budget and appetite. Experience travel the local way.

Our premium small group adventures have a genuine focus on immersive local experiences.

Our grassroots adventures through Australia will take you beyond the sights to the real destination.

Day tours run by locals who love their cities and want to share the stories and secrets behind the places they call home.

We create sustainable, experience-rich destination management solutions for leading travel brands.

We support local organisations to improve livelihoods through sustainable travel experiences.

Intrepid Group

Find out more at: intrepidgroup.travel

Tailor-Made Trips

Travelling with your sports team, school group or your best buddies? We can arrange a special departure just for you, or tailor-make a Peregrine-style itinerary to any one of our destinations. Better still, we can customise the itinerary by giving your trip an educational, physical or even historical focus.

Custom itineraries
Create your own itinerary or choose from one of our 2000+ pre-existing trips.

Pick your style
Travel just the way you like it. From comfort accommodation to backpacking, we can do it all.

Personalisation
We’re a one-stop shop for your trip, airfare and travel insurance needs, and can answer all your travel questions.

Contact our team at peregrineadventures.com/private-groups for more details.
We are a family of brands delivering outstanding adventure travel experiences for all types of travellers.

FOR BOOKING CONDITIONS PLEASE VISIT